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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the fall of 1946 a program of low temperature research 

was initiated at the Georgia Institute of Technology with the 

assistance of the Office of Naval Research under Contract Nou 

N6-ori-l92, Task Order L. This program had for its immediate 

objective the testing of certain rare earth metals and their 

compounds, chiefly the hydrides and nitrides, for superconduc-

tivity by electrical and magnetic means. The first efforts 

under this program were directed toward the construction and 

assembly of the equipment necessary to carry out such measure-

ments at liquid helium temperatures. 

The rare earth metals have been chosen for study because 

of these fourteen elements only lanthanum and cerium had been 

tested for superconductivity previously, the results for even 

these two being somewhat unclear. In addition, the interesting 

possibility of studying the metals in more than one crystalline 

modification exists. 

The purpose of the present report is to describe the re-

sults of some magnetic experiments which have been carried out 

to test for the possible occurrence of superconductivity in 

lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, and neodymium. A short art:> 

cle describing the results for lanthanum and cerium has already 

beon publishedftl8 A brief description of the low temperature 

facilities has also appeared.
19 
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II. SUMMARY 

The present report describes some results obtained in a 

program of research nt low temperatures which wns initiated at 

the Georgia Institute of Technology with the assistance of the 

Office of Naval Research in October, 1946, under Contract No. 

N6-ori-192, Task Order I. In the present work sampl0s of 

lanthanum metal from two different sources were investigated 

and found to be supcrconducting at 4.85 + O.l5°K and 4.45 + O.l0°K, - -
respectively~ No magnetic transition was found in specimGns of 

cerium, prnseodymium, and neodymium down to 2°K, the lowest tom

perature reached in those oxpGrimcnts. Chemical analysis of 

the samples studied showed thG mctols to have the following 

purities: lonthanum (Cooper), 95.5-98%; lanthanum (Hilger), 

99%; cerium, 88-95%; praseodymium, 54.8% (major impurity, 37% La); 

neodymium, 78.7% (major impurity, 15% Pr.). Samples of' load and 

tin of high purity wore run to check tho operation of tho appara-

tus. 

Powder X-ray diffraction studies were made of the samples j p 

tho 11 as received" stntc. These revealed thot both lanthanum 

samples had a predominantly hexagonal close-packed structure, 

while the cerium ha d n predominantly face-centered cubic structur , 

Tho rosul-r;s for p rase odymium and neodymium were inconclus ive. 

Reprints of t wo publish ed articles arc appended. Cn ; of 

those is ~ preliminary report of t he low t empera t ure studies 
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herein described on lanthanum and cerium, the other is n brief 

description of the laboratory and some of its cquipmGnt. 

III. REVIEW OF WORK BY OTHER INVESTIGATORS 

Tho sup6rconductivity of lnnthnnu.rn metal has previously 

been studied by Mendelssohn and Dnunt, 11 using a mngnctic method, 

Th£se investigators reported o trnnsition temperature of 4.71°K 

for a scmple containing l% iron. Shoonberg, 13 also using a mag-

ne;tic mbthod, hss reported thot e. lsnthanum sample (Hilger, 

Lo.h. No~ 7259), presumably identiccl with our sample La 3 (which 

will be discussed below), was superconducting at 4.2°K. On the 

other hand, McLennan, Allen, and Wilhelm8 hnve measured the 

electricnl conductivit:;y of "puro 11 snmples of lonthEmum and cerium 

from 300 to 1.9°K and reported that neither substcnce bccamc 

superconducting. Cerium has been reported to remcin in tho 

normal state down to l. 43°K. 6 Very recently cerium, prns 6 odymiun. 

neodymium, 8nd yttrium have been studied by a magnetic m6thod 

ond found to remain normol down to l.loK. 14 

9 I McLennan, Howlett, and Wilhelm have studiec the electrical 

conductivity of 11 misch" metal down to 2.3°K end found no evidence 

of superconductivity. The sample vvas free of iron tmd had the 

following composition: cerium-357~, lnnthanum-207;, ncodymium-201~, 

s omarium-10%, gadolinium-6%, prasE.; odymium-5%, europium-2%, 8nd 

yttrium-2%. 

Lanthanum, CtJrium, pr·aseodymium, end neod-ymium all exhibit 

17 2C both hexagonal c los e-pa ck0d .and face -centered cubic s true tur(;s. 1 
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There is some evidence that lanthanum may exist in three allotropic 

modifications 5 and cerium in four modifications. 5 , 16 The rates 

of trnnsition between the various allotroplc modifications are 

only imperfectly known. In view of this multiplicity of struc

tures, there would seem to be some uncertainty as to actual 

allotropic modifications of tho metals which have been investi

gated for superconductivity. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VJORK 

The samples of lead, tin, l~mthanwn, cerium, prasoody~ium, 

and neodymium studied were obtained from commercial sourcuso 

The lead and tin specimens were used to check the behavior of 

the 8pparatus with known superconductors. A description of 

those mutcrials follows. 

1 ~ Lead 

This material was obtained from Johnson, Matthey, 

and Co., Ltd., London, England, in the form of rods seven mm. 

in diameter. It had tho designation Lab. No. 1932 and was state·~ 

to be 99.998 per cent pure. 

2. Tin 

The tin metal used was cut from a U. s. Bureau of 

Standards freezing point standard (Std. Sample 42d) which was 

mJrked as froezing at 231.90°C. 
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3. Lcmthanum 1 Ceri U.'11, PrC~so odymium, end Ne odymi U1P 

Samples of these roro ~arth metals were obtained from 

Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio, in the form 

of irregular pieces from which small cylinders hnving the up

proximo te dinwns ions 5 mm. x 20 mm~ were cut o 

4 a Lnntha~_j_Hilj~er) 

A second sample of lonthnnum, obtained from Adam 

Hilger, Ltd~, London, England, and designated by them as Lab. 

No. 7259, was reported to contain o total· of between one-half 

and one pc,r cent of Bluminum, silicon, and tungsten and to be 

substantially free of other rare earth metals. 

The rare earth metals obtoined from the Cooper Metallurgical 

Laboratory wore analysed qualitatively using a spcctrogrnphic 

rr.ethod employing tho copper spnrk techniquc.2 Using the 

spectrographic results as u guide, the metals were thoh 

analysed quantitatively for insoluble matter (rcported as 

silicon), iron, praseodymium, neodymium, and in some inst&ncosl 

lantlwnum and cerium. Calciu..11, aluminum, ond tracc.s of other 

rare enrths which also wore shown to b\.., present in 8ll snmplos 

by spectrographic analysis were not nnalysed for quantitativity. 

The results of these analyses arc shown in Table I. 

Silicon was determined by filtering off tho insoluble 

matter renwining after a sample of the metE!l W3S dissolved in 

dilute hydrochloric acid. This rosiduo was ignited to constant 
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weight at abcut 800° c. The resulting rosiduu was assumed to 

be Si02 and tho result reported as per cent silicon in the metal. 

TABlE I 

ANALYSES OF COMMERC lAL RARE EAR'J'H METALS a 

L£mthn:rnun ·--- Cerium P1•a s 8 od ymi um Neodymtmn 

L3, % 95.5 
Co, ,,-f_ b jO 

Pr, % (<l) 
lJd' % {<lo 5) 
Fe, % Oo8 , , 
C1 • % 0.7 u, 
~, 

b 37.0 CB 5 
88.4 b b 
0.4 54.8 15 
1.4 3.5 78.7 
2.5 lo6 2.8 
0.,5 0.9 1.2 

Total 97,0 93o2 97.8 102.7 

Unaccounted for 3~0c 6.sc 2.2 -2~7 

(a) Obtained from Cooper Metallurgical Laboratory, Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

(b) Not determined. 

(c) It is possibl0 th3t a portion of the unaccounted for 
balunoe may have been the parent metal, in which case 
the lanthanum and curium cont Gnts may have been as high 
as 98 and 95 p6r cent, rospectivelyo 

~=================-:=====-=========================================--

Iron was determinod by reduction to the ferrous state with 

zinc in dilute sulfuric acid solution} followed by titration with 

potassium pernwnganate •. 

Praseodymium ond neodymium were determined spectrophoto-

metrically by means of a Beckman Model DU quartz sp~ctrophotometor 
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using the general method of Rodden,l2 care being tuken to first 

reduce the iron to the ferrous state. The sults vwre present 

as sulfates. A complete survey of t he o.bsorption spectrum of 

ecch metal sample was made in t h e r an ge 380 to 1000 millimicrons. 

No absorption bands not ussi gnable to neodymium and prc::s~;;odymium 

w0ro found. 

Lanthanum was determinE-d in the lanthnnum me,tal snmplc by 

precipitation as the oxalate in dilute acid solution end the 

oxalate ignited to the oxide at 850° CQ The oxide was presumed 

to be pure lanthanum oxide sinc e tho qualitative spectrographic 

analysis hnd indicated that only traces of other rare earths 

wore present in this sample. Du~ to tho appreciable solubility 

of lanthanum oxalate in dilute scid it is possibJ.e that the 

rssult reported in Table I is somewhat low~ 

The lonthanum content of tho pras0odymium was determined 

by a spectrographic method soon to be published. It involved 

the U3c of the copp~r sp3rk t echnique and employed mongonese 

GS an internal standard. The result given was checked against 

a synthetic sample of known praseodymium and lanthanum content. 

The lanthanum content of tho neodym ium sample was 0stimated 

from the intensity of its spectrum in a similar mnnnor. 
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B. The Helium Cryostat 

1. General Description 

A brief general description of t he cryogenic facilities 

which were utili zed in determing the superconduct ivity data is 

given in Appendix B. 

The helium ~ryos tat which has been c onstruc te d is shown 

schematically in Figure 1. I t differs only i n detai l f rom 

one described by Horn3 and Horn and Ziegl er.4 Liquid helium 

is produced within the cryostat in tw o s epa rate processes, the 

helium produced in one reservoir serving as the t herma l dam 

for the experimental he lium chamber. 15 Briefly, the apparatus 

consists of a heavy-wal led c opp6r vess el, A, i n which the main 

charge of liquid h e lium is p roduced . Silspc;mde d .from A is the 

experimental chamber, consist ing of t he s ec tions Band B', in 

·which the s amp les to be studied ar6 located. The experimental 

chamber and helium reservoir a rc surrounded by a ca se , D, which 

can be evacuated e t will, All tube s and wires leading to the 

helium reservoir and experimenta l chamber pass firs t through 

a liquid nitrogen bath, N, and the n through a liquid hydrogen 

bath, H, which serve as t he rma l dams . The entire apparatus 

is surrounded by a glass Dewar ve ss el, F, supported in the 

brass case, P. A va cuum ti ght s ea l is fo rmed at tho joint, J, 

by means of Apiezon Q putty . 

-8-
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The main cha rge of liquid helhun is produced in the helium 

reservoir , A, by the Simon expans i on method . Thi s reservoir 

has a volume of 101 cubic centimeters . Starting from a tom

perature of 11~5oK, and a pre s sur e of 2,300 psi , a f i ll in g 

of 70-BO% can be a chieved . The yd.8ld of l iquid he lium p ro

duced in this expansion proces s is the major factor governing 

t he l ength of t i me a vailable for experimentation below ll°KQ 

Seventy-five cubic centimeters of liquid he lium provide about 

2.5 h ours for experimentation . 

Helium is condense d into thE: expe rimenta l chambe r, B and 

B', by bringing gas at a bout 20 p si into contact with A in 

the condensing co il, c. This condensation resu lts in tho loss 

of an equiva l ent amount of l iquid helium from A. The colr:t gas 

from A pa ss e s through the heat exchanger , E , thus coo ling the 

incoming low pres sure he lium b e fore it reache s C a 

The t emperature of the reservoir , A , is mea s ured by means 

of the gas thermomete r, GT~ F a nd the c onstanta n re sistance 

t hcrmomet 0r, RTl~ 

2 . Thu Experimbnta l Chamber 

The all -coppe r experimen ta l chambe r cons ists of two 

parts, an upper sGction , B, having a volume of 12 cubic centi

meters , and a l ower se ction , B 1 , h a ving a vo l ume of n ine cubic 

cent imeters, in which the sampl &s are pla ced. The sect i on, B r, 

was const ructe d by b oring a nd machini ng a sir~ l6 pi8ce of coppur 

- 10-
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rod. It 'ha s an inside d iametc,r of 5/ln i n. (eight rum .) and a 

wall thickne ss of 0 . 0 47 in . On the outside of B' are wound 

four s ec ond a ry coils whi ch a rc us e d in ths magne tic mea sure

Ments. I t is closed at t he bottom Hnd by a c ap , I\., Dealed on 

wi t h Wood 's metal . 

The t emp E::: ra ture of' tho exper iment a l chamber' is i1l8 asured 

by mesns of tht: c ons tontnn r e s i;;:; tanoo thf; :,:'momet e r, RT2, and 

J.; he g Rs thc r>momc:ter , GT2. 

The f- llinping line: lo ading to B conta ins a cons t!.'ic tion, X, 

0.50 in. l Ong and 0. 029 in. in inside diame ter, ~hich is 

introduc~ed to r e duce t he 11 cre6p 11 o f liquid heliun . 1 

3 . Temperdture Measurement and Contro l 

The te~np era ture of t h e exp~rime~1.tal chr:mbe r was 

11eas u l 'ud us i ng a gas t hermomete r• of th e type de s cribed by 

MendeJ.ssohn, 10 the bu l b o f wh i ch is stta ched by mea ns of a 

supe:;.~nickel capillary (one rnm. i.d.) to a b ourcon go.u ge and 

a closed-end me rcury ma n omoter made of two nun. capi llary gless 

tub ing . The vohune of t ho ga s the r m01uete r bulb i s 1. C7 cubic 

centime.ters, and the ex t erna l vo l u,me ( b ourdon gauge end 

manometer) at room tcmp ~;;;ra ture is approxima te ly · 20 eubic 

centime te rs. The t ht::rmome tt:r s y s tem was f i lle d with he lium 

gas at one a tmosphere p res sure whi le a t room t empern ture ond 

t he n sealed offo This s ystem wa s quite s ensitive i n the range 

3 .2 t o 8 °K , a change of 0~1° buing de t ectable . Below 30K the 

gas thermomctE::: r acte d as a vc por p r e ssure thermomete ro 

- 11-
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Tho pres sur e measurembnts ms de wi t h this system were 

converted to tempGratures by as suming tha t t he connecting 

capillary had a negligib l e vo lume . I f this be done, it can 

t hao be s hown that the t6mp t:: r•a ture of the bulb i s given by 

on express i on of the form 

where 

T = ~r-----·~1~------------
[ Po fl + a) - L ] c 

PT ' T I 
0 

T - tcmp0rntu2e of t he bu lb in °K 

P - QbsGrve d pressure in mm ~ 

P
0 

-filling pre s sure in mm. 

T _ fil l ing t<..:mpe r ature in °K 
0 

T' - t empuraturo of externa l vo lume at t ime of 
expe riment in ° IC 

a =ra t io of exte r na l vol ullle , Ve , t o volume of 
bulb, Vb 

c - uhe compr ess ibili ty fa c t or c = Pv/ RT 

For pr•acticsl pu rpostl s, .£ ean be t aken Sts a paramete r to be 

determined at a knO\m t empt:, ra ture. In our experime nt, this 

parameter wss f ound to be 12 .2, us ing the no rmal boil ing point 

of helium as a fixed point. 

Gas imperfection was . take n into acc ount by u til izing 

P-V-T data from which valuc_s of the compressibility factor, 

c, were eith.Jr ce. l culated or e s timatC; d. 7 

Compa ri s ons of this tempe r ature scale were mad e aga inst 

the va por pressure of he lium in the experime ntal chamber in 

-12-
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the range 4.2 to 3,2oK and agreement to ~ 0.1° was found. 

Samples of pure lead and tin wer•e run in the apparDtus i.n the 

manner described letor and were f ound to undergo magnetic 

trans itions nt 3.6° and about 7°K, respectively. Tha transi

tion range in each case was less than O,lo. 

The resistance the r mome tGr, RT2 , constructed of No. 40 

:S nnd S gauge constantan wire, had a resistnnce of 1,069 ohms 

ot 4°K and a dR/ct·r of 0.96 ohm per degre e. It could be read 

to o.o5o. It was found t0 be us e ful for inte rpol~\tion purposes 

as weJ 1 as for• judging the s ho.rpness of tr·ans i tior..s. 

The ma:!.n hc::.imE reservoir is fitted with a similar 

temperatu.re me G. snring system except that pressur•es were rend 

with a bourdon gua gc only. In this instan:e, tht; boiling point 

~nd triple point of hydrogen wa re u s ed to fix the parameter 

of the gas thermome t e r. 

4. Magne t i c Mcithod of Detec ti ng Supe r condu ct iv i ty 

The system for carrying out the magnetic measurements 

is shown in Figure 2. It consists of a primary coil, P, wound 

upon the lowur end of' the vacuum cosc, D, and four equally 

spaced secondary. coils Sl, S2, S3, and S4, wouad on tho outside 

of tho ex perimental chsmbl.ir, B', co-axial with the p:c>imary 

coil. The primary consists of 1,117 turn3 of' No. 30 B and S 

single cotton enameled copper wire wound in three l ayers; the 

winding, which is 19.7 em. long, oxg8nds 13 mm . beyond the 

secondaries at each end. Eo.ch s e condo ry co i l is 22 mm. long 

-13-
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and consists of about 3,100 turns of No. 40 B and S single 

cotton enameled copper wire. 

In order to prevent air oxidation of the rare earth 

metals all samples were sealed in small glass caps~les, made 

of seven ~n. o. d. pyrex glass tubing, under helium gas at 

ten em. Mg pres8ure. Three capsules were then separated by 

lucite spacers f"Hld th0 entire assembly held together with 

cella2.ose acetate cement. This assembly was then slipped into 

the exper:i.nwntal chamber, B 1 , after ·which the cap, K, was 

soldered on with Wood's metal. The spacers were so made that 

each sample was pro~erly positioned in th~ center of its 

secor..dary coiL 

Figure 2 also i~cludes a diagram of the sup~rconduction 

detec~ion circuit used. In all experiments described in t~is 

paper, coil Sl was always empty, with the sampl6s to be 

studied contained in coils S2, S3, a~d S4. The cxpnrimental 

procedure was as follows. With the samples in place and G.t n 

fixed te;;mperature, coil Sl (th8 compensating coil) and another 

coil, for t;:Xamplo, coil S2, were connected by r.wons of a suit-

able 3wj_tching arrange.mtont outside ths cryostat in a·.:ch a mannsr 

that the voltages induced in them, wh~n tho tap key, Kl, in thB 

primary circuit w~s closed, opposed each other. If the tap 

koy#.~2~ was closed, the galvanometer,a G, usually showed a 

a The galvoncmet~r used was a Leeds and Northrop type R 
instrument having the following characteristics: S6nsitivit:y~. 
0.43 microv./min.; critical damping resistance, 46 or~s; 
period, 5.0 sec.; coil resistance, llo6 ohms~ 
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deflection when the primary was energized, due to some unbalance 

between Sl ond 82. (Opening K2 prior to de-enerGizing the 

primary was found to be helpful in restoring the galvunometer 

to its zero position quickly.) This ul!balsnce wns romovet~ by 

!_:;djusting a v.s:rio.ble external compensating ~oil, CS, Ltntil 

the galvanometer showed no deflection. The t0mperacure of the 

experiment&l chamber was then lowered (or raised) slowly. 

V:lth 1~2 closed, Kl was tapped every fE~w seconds and any un

balance of the coils observed as a galvano~eter deflection. 

In passing from room ~emperature to a temperature just above 

the tPansition a single sc;tting of the compensat.tng coil, CS, 

usually sufficed 1 an unbalance corrLsponding to only cne or 

tvw mm. gal·:anomoter deflection beins obss::·ved. The traned

tion of a sample from the normal to ths superccnducting state 

was easily rEO~ognized by tbe appeorance of a sudden large un·

bal!;Hlce. In our expe1·iments o galvanometer deflection of 

three to seven em. was observed, d<:Jpending upon the sample 

being studied and the magnitude of the current in the p:eimary 

circuit. For instance, a deflection of 5.0 em., using a prlm~ry 

current of 260 milliamperes, was obtained vvl1.en c.. smnple of 

·lanthanc.un (La 1, Run No. 4) underwent a trar::.sit:i.on f;.~cm the 

normal to tho superconducting stato. 

In a given experiment time-temperature and time-galvanometer 

d8flection measurements were made from which temperature vs. 

golvanometer deflection data were obtained. Such messurcmerts 
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were made both on warming ::.md cooling through the transit ion 

rs.nge, though cooling was usually used sin..::e this process was 

controllable. Measurements were made on WRl'mlng by allowing 

the e:xperimental chamber to warm up dae to t.r.;.e he&t 2.eaks 

r:resent. 

Controlled coolin.e, in the temperature ronge 8° to 4. 2°1\ 

v:o.s achiev5d by 1ncreesing th8 pressure of the heliun gas in 

the ex~eriffiental chamber. This resulted in the condensation 

of somu hEltt.ml 1..'1 tbe condenser· coil :Ln contact with the 

main hslh.ur.. reservoir, w:Lth the result that the liquid hE-lium 

so fol'med flowed do~v:1 to the exp8rimental cha::lb·;or where it re

evapor2tcd, thus cooling the semples. Cooling r2tes of 0.2 

to 0.3° p6r minute v:ers obtained, and no 6ifficulty waG 8D..

counteped in making deflection measurements once every 20. 

seconds. How'-v8r, this method of cooling .is no"::. wholly sa tis·· 

factory, sincE> mach dep0nds upon tht; skill of the opero.tor. 

C. Magnetic Measurements 

Specimens of tin, lei'i.d, lanthaEum, ceriu.ra, prDsecdyrnium~ 

and rleodymhu.11 hEr~·e been stu.died ':>y means of the tecb~lique out

lined above, the last four metals down to 20K. Of these, onl:; 

tin, lead, and ls.nthanum v;ere found to undergo a magnetic tran~ i

tion into superconductivity, the transition taking place in an 

interval of O.lo or less in each instance. Tin and lead were 

studied, primarily, to observe the behavior of the magnetic 

cl.rcuits, since the transition temper•utures of these mEJtsls are 
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we 11 established. Table II su:mmari zes the r·e sul ts obtained, 

together with other pertinent data. 

TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF' RESULTS OF lVIAGNE'l"IC MEASUPEMEHTS 

DimE.nsions Coil Transition 
Sampl~ Source Dia. Lc;n,q th Fe,_,d Ten;-?. 

(illiil:") - -"'·-r l.mm< "'(CK i 
Run 

Sn -
6~9 22.tJ s~. 3,6 + 0.,05 J. a 1 

Pb 1 b 6.6 22Q1 S3 7.0 + 0,2 
La l c 4.4 l\.1 •• ) SLI, 4.6-5.1 

2 Sn 1 a 6~9 22,. 5 32 
Pb l b 6.G 22<4 S3 
La l c 4.4 l9c0 S4 4.85 + 0.10 

3 La 2d c 4.8 20.3 S2 4.75 + o, .:.,; 
Ce l c 4.8 81.2 C! 'Z, <2.08 ·- .... 
La 3 f g g S4 4.45 + 0 ~ 1 1=; -

4 Hd l c 4,8 20.0 S2 1-2.08 

}'r 1 c 4.8 17.8 S3 ~2.oe 
La l c 4.4 19.,0 S4 4 c • t) + 0')15 

(a) Bureau of Standards, Standard Freezing Point Sample No. 4S:, 

(b) Johnson, Matthey and Co., Ltd., London, England. 

(c) Cooper Metallurgicsl Leborbtory, Cleveland, Ohio. 

(d) La 1 and La 2 were both cut from same pi0ce of metal. 

(e) Lowest, temperature rcDched in these experiments. 

{f) Adam Hilger, Ltd., London, England. 

(g) A roughly rectungular piece 4 .x 11.5 x 2o6 mm. 
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The experimental results obtained s::wv.· that the two 

different len thanw~ met al s B111p le s s tuO.ied undervient a magnetic 

tr'f:HlS i tion in the ne i e,hborllcoci. of' iJ:. 7°K. The trtH s i tion 

temperu tur·e of the s ample.s obt u i ne d i'rom the Coopei' I7etal

lurg ical Laboratory (La l and La 2) ~as tiefirritely higher 

than ti1at of 0he tiilcer s unip le (La ~)). \,hile it is possible 

to ascribe the observed difference to the existence of a 

temperature trcdien t aloug the ex f)C rimen tal chamber, it is 

felt that the actual ex)eriment .1 condi0ions largely obviate 

tnis possibility. Furti1c nnorY:, t~I-J.o ;;ood £![I'Ob:lent obtained 

from samples La l a~d Lg 2 in Runs 2 anJ 3, in wh ich coils S4 

and S2, respectively, wD rc u~ cd, indica~c that the l:Gmperature 

grD 0. ient v,a s prob . ..:iJ ly tor:; s~no J.l to ·oc e:;ntir·c l:y ros pons ible 

for tL.s u bs e:eve c:. d~~f'fc pcuec iG tra ds it ion te mo ern turc s for 

tllc: ciffL;rcnt s&m~:; lcs, 'l'L0sw rc:::ults an..; Ll scneral agrce

.mont y;ii.;il LGOSe rcpur·-ccd b:; l ,Ic ndcL~solm 8. rld Duuntll and 

Shocnburg1 3 as discussed previously in chis report. 

chanscs v,erc notlid in its macncLic b8 bav:Lor once it had become 

s upc rc onuuc c int:; , 

The sc.wples of ceriu.:,I, pr- a~c. odymiwn, [\nd nc.cod;;nnium studied 

did net exhibit any d otuetabl ~ magnetic anoma ly d ow n to 2.0°K, 

the lov;c st t<;lillK P S turc r•o ucho d in th<.: se o:;:pc r·imGnts. These 
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results are in agre0ment with unpublis he d results already di~

cussed obtained at the Unive rsity of Cambridgo. 14 'rhe failure 

of cerium to bec:omo s uperconducting is also in ag:>u emsnc v.ith 

the observations of McLennan,, Allen and Wilh-::;]_m
2 

of tho electri

cal conductivity of this r.1etol and 'J. report ·oy Justi and Koch. 0 

I 

Powder X-r·e;.y diffraction studies, using cooper Y~~_radieti::'~l) 

were made of th.e metals both in the 11 as rece5_vf;d!' st9te and. 

after heat tre!3tment jn ':3. vacuurn furnace for abot<.t fou.r days 

at 350°C. The powder samples were prepared by filing the 

metals in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen and seali~g t~e rat~e~ 

course filings so obt··lined in a Pyl'8.':': capil.lery. ExposuJ.."'e 

timesof three to five hours, with oscill3tion of the sample, 

~he rAsults of these studies are ~hown in Tsble III. 

These experiments sho~·ied that in t~v:: !'as receive\1 11 stR.ts the 

lantham.:.:n mets.l had the hexagonal clos<.::-pa<.:lr:ed .struct1lre, 

whereas the cerium metal had largely the face-centered cubic 

structure with a snaller amount of the' hr:,xGcgonul cloaed--pack:;·: 

structur3. Tl10 results for pra.scod:rnium Bnd neodymi'.:<m were 

inconclusive. Thes0 experiments also inuicate that both 

lanthanum Emd ..;erimn can be converted by heat treatment frc>n: 

the hexagone.l clo.se-pscked to the fC:lcc -centered cubic s tructu n~ J 

<;) 

which is ir.. agreement with the observa tions of Zintl and Neum:·--.. , 
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TABLE ITI 

S'I'RUCTURES OF RARE EARTH SAMPLES AS SHOY!N BY X--RAY DIF'FRACTION 

S true t·J..ro 
Purity 

(Per Cent) 
lvia j or Impurity 

(Per Cent) 
------ ------~A~f~t-·c-·r~~~.r-e~a•t•i_n_g __ a_t~~3~5~o~o~c 

Metal 

Lanthnnu."'U8 95.5-98 

Lanthanumb 99 

88.4-95 

Prascodyrnium8 54.8 

Ncodymiuma 78.'7 

37.0 (La) 

15 (Pr) 

As Received 

h.c.p., lin~s diffuse 

f.c~c.,c lines diffuse 
h.c.p., lines diffuse 

Only a fevv diffuse lines 
obtn irwd 

Similar to Pr 

(o.) Obtained from Coopc;r Metollurgiccl LaborG.tory, ClcvclGnd, Ohio. 

(b) Obtnincd from Adnm HilgLr, Ltd., London, England (Lab. Nc. 7259). 

(c) Approximately three ports f.c.c. to one part h.c.p. 

h.c.p. - hcxngonol closc-p~ckcd; f.c.c. face-centered cubic 

=================::::::::========= ===========:========--:·=--=----~=-

for 96 Hours 

f.c.c., lin0s sharp 

f.c.c., lincB sharp 

Many sharp lines of 
unid..:;ntificd 

structure 

S imilclr to Pr 

0 
1-j 
cT 

1---' 

(Il 

0 
cT 

2:: 
0 
• 
1---' 
1---' 
()) 
I 

1---' 
OJ 
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. It is intBresting to not0 th?-t the lanthanum samples 

which became superconducting " were predoLlinatoly in the 

hexagonal closc-p.':lckcd st1··uccurc, vJhereos the ccri·u.m sample, 

which did not become superconducting do~n to 2°K, w&s pro

dominantly fa~e-centered cubic. In view of the several phase 

transitions posribl~ in these metals and the absence of infor

matlo:-:;. ss to the rate of tr·on.s:lLioG :from one.. Lc· anoth(,r, lt 

ramains to be seen whBth8r these stractural obscrvati0ns 

[lpply to the n1'jtuls in quos tion D t lovJ ter:lp<'~raturos. 

V. FUTURE P.ROGHANi 

E:zperi1m: nts to invo s ·cigs t.:.. the s ·::;ru0 tu.Pc oi' lDntbElnum 

and c~·rhun mt..t•3ls 83 :) funct:i·Jn of tumrer::Jtu::•t; aro U1ld.E:r;Jey. 

It Is hoped that thoss m0tals can be inve~tigate~ for possibl0 

::.:'upercc,nductivity in both the bexagonel close-packed and tile 

fac6-centered cEbic s tructnr·es. 

VI. ACKNOV:LEDGM:Ei~T 

The writsr wishes to express his eppreciatton to Dr. 

W. M. Spicer for carrying out many spectrographic 8nalyses 

and to Mr. J. B. Downs, Jr. for carrying out ~h6 spe0trophtt~ · 

metric a11.d chemical analyses of the rFcre ear'::;h r.::etal.J. He 

wishes aJ.so to acknov, ledge his incubt6dncs.s tc ;vir. A. Lo Flcy::-1 

for carrying 011t tho x--..."ay diffraction stucii.es, to Messr·:J. W, ( 

Phillips and J. M. Ziegler for assistance in making the lew 
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temperature measurements, and to MP. George Cook for his 

careful construction of much of the apparatus, 
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Gera1.d A. Rn~~e iot~ Director 
State Englneuring Experiment Station 
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Fig. 1. Heliwn cryostat and associated apparatus in the new low temperature laboratory at the Georgia Institute of Technology. 

Georgia Te~h Constrn~ts New 
L~ow Te10peratnre Laboratory 

Waldemar T. Ziegler 
Research Professor of Chemical Engineering 

State Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

RESEARCH at low temperatures is often divided 
somewhat arbitrarily into work at two temperature 

ranges-above and below 50 K ( -223 C). Tempera
tures down to about 50 K can be reached rather easily 
by employing standard refrigeration processes or by 
using liquid air or nitrogen as a refrigerant. Tem
peratures below 50 K are usually obtained by employ
ing liquid hydrogen (boiling point = 20.4 K) or 
liquid helium (boiling point = 4.2 K) as refrigerants, 
depending upon the temperature range to be studied. 
Liquid air or nitrogen can usually be purchased from 
commercial sources, but liquid hydrogen and helium are 
not available dlmmercially and must be produced in the 
laboratory. 

There is, at present, an increasing technical interest 
in the properties of matter at low temperatures. The 
necessity for designing equipment for use in (1) air
planes operating at high altitudes, (2) the low tempera
ture processing of light hydrocarbons, (3) the con
struction of large liquefaction plants for producing 
oxygen for use in blast and open hearth furnace opera
tions and in synthetic processes, and ( 4) the building 
of portable plants for producing pure oxygen gas for 
military use, to mention only a few problems, has 
greatly increased the need for reliable data on the 
physical properties of materials at low temperatures. 
Such · properties as tensile strength, brittleness, and 
thermal and electrical conductivity of metals and alloys, 
as well as the need for data on the thermodynamic prop
erties of many gases and gas mixtures in the tem
perature range 0 to -190 C (the boiling point of liquid 
air) are extremely useful to the research worker and 
i- t.. .r.- d '"":\..; ~ 'l~ -------

K ew experiments are also needed at very low tem
peratures to aid in the theoretical understanding of the 
fundamental properties of matter. Two apparently 
closely related phenomena which, as yet, lack adequate 
theoretical explanations are the superconductivity of 
metals and the superfiuidity of liquid helium. Both of 
these effects occur at temperatures below 20 K ( -253 
C). Superconductivity is characterized by the sudden 
disappearance of electrical resistance, as well as the 
appearance of zero permeability to low magnetic fields. 
This effect, observed only in certain substances, occurs 
at a characteristic temperature for each substance. It 
may be thought of as the frictionless flow of electrons. 

The superfiuidity of helium is characteristic of liquid 
helium below 2.17 K. Below this temperature, liquid 
helium has many unusual properties, among them that 
of possessing an extremely small apparent viscosity. A 
satisfactory explanation of both superconductivity and 
superfiuidity may require drastic changes in certain 
of the presently accepted theoretical principles of the 
fundamental properties of matter. 

Georgia Low Temperature Laboratory 
Since March 1946 the Engineering Experiment Sta

tion of the Georgia Institute of Technology has been 
actively engaged in creating a laboratory for the per
formance of research at very low temperatures. Great 
impetus was given to this effort in October 1946 by a 
research grant* from the Office of Naval Research. 

The properties of a considerable number of the rarer 
metallic elements, including most of the rare earth 
metals, have never been studied at ver low tempera-



cu ft per minute (measured at 25 C and one atmos
phere pressure). When the pressure in the storage 
cylinders has dropped to about 500 psi, the cylinders 
are replaced by full ones at 2000 psi. 

As yet, no detailed measurements of operating 
efficiency have been carried out. Present indications are 
that the average efficiency in the range 1900 to 1200 
psi is about 60 percent of theoretical at a flow of 5 cfm. 

The Helium Cryostat 
The helium cryostat, which contains apparatus for 

producing liquid helium by the Simon expansion method, 
is very similar in design and construction to one de
scribed by Horn and Ziegler4 • 

This cryostat is shown schematically in Figure 3. 
Briefly, the apparatus consists of a heavy-walled copper 
vessel, A, in which the main charge of liquid helium 
is produced. Suspended from A is the experimental 
chamber, B, in which the samples to be studied are 
located. Helium can be condensed into B by bringing 
helium gas at about 20 psi into contact with A in the 
condensing coil C. This condensation results in the loss 
of an equivalent amount of liquid helium from container 
A. The cold gas from A passes through the heat ex
changer, E, thus cooling the incoming low pressure 
helium before it reaches the condenser. The experi
mental chamber and helium vessel are surrounded by a 

LIQUID 
N2 

Fig. 3. Schematic view of hel
ium cryostat. This apparatus 
produces liquid helium by the 
Simon expansion method. The 
main charge of the helium is 
produced in chamber A and 
test samples are obtained in 

chamber B. 

case, D, which can be evacuated at will. All tubes and 
wires leading to the helium reservoir and experimental 
chamber pass first through a liquid nitrogen bath and 
then through a liquid hydrogen bath which serve as 
thermal dams. The entire apparatus is surrounded by a 
glass Dewar vessel, F. 

Briefly, the expansion method for producing liquid 
helium works as follows. Helium gas is compressed in 
the heavy-walled container, A, and cooled to the tem
perature of solid hydrogen (about 12 K). The con
tainer is then thermally isolated by means of an evacu
ated space. The cold high-pressure helium gas is then 
allowed to discharge through a small-bore tube to a 
low-pressure (1 atm) space outside the cryostat. In 
so doing, the helium gas in the container does work, 
thereby reducing its temperature, with the result that a 
considerable portion of the helium may remain in the 
container as a liquid. 

process is the major factor governing the length of 
time available for experimentation in the range 4.2 K 
(normal boiling point of helium) and below. In the 
present apparatus, the main helium reservoir, A, has a 
volume of 101 cu em and can be filled to about 70 per
cent of this value in a single expansion from a starting 
pressure of 2300 psi and a starting temperature of 
11.5 K. This quantity of liquid helium provides about 
2.5 hours for experimentation. 

A helium gasometer-compressor cycle for compressing 
and purifying helium gas at 3000 psi has been con
structed to provide the high-pressure helium gas used 
in the helium expansion process. 

Experimental studies using the cryostat have been 
under way since April 1948. So far, magnetic studies 
utilizing the Meisser effect have been carried out on 
commercially available specimens of lanthanum, aerium, 
praseodymium, and neodymium metals down to 2 K, 
with a view to ascertaining if these metals exhibit the 
phenomenon of superconductivity. Only lanthanum has 
been observed to become superconducting (at about 
4.8 K) down to 2 K, the lowest temperature reached in 
these studies. Further work is in progress. 

Liquid Nitrogen Plant 
To assure the laboratory an adequate supply of 

liquid nitrogen (or air), a large liquid oxygen plant, 
designed for military field use, has been installed and 
is now being converted to produce liquid nitrogen. The 
original plant had a capacity of 50 pounds of liquid 
oxygen per hour. The plant, operating at a top pressure 
of 300 psi, makes use of both the Joule-Thomson effect 
and a reciprocating expansion engine to produce the 
necessary refrigeration. The intake and exhaust con
ditions of the expansion engine are -101 C (-150 F) 
and 300 psi, and -168 C (-270 F) and 4 psi, re
spectively. 

The liquid nitrogen distillation column needed has 
been built in the shops of the Engineering Experiment 
Station. It is designed to produce liquid nitrogen of 
99.5 percent purity, utilizing the newest available data 
for packed columns. The packed section consists of 
four copper tubes, 4 inches in diameter and 26 inches 
long, arranged in parallel. Aluminum shoe eyelets are 
used as the packing material. 

Other Facilities 

The low temperature research program on the rare 
earth metals has necessitated the setting up of a 
chemical laboratory for the production and analysis 
of the rare earth materials. In this laboratory, chemical 
and spectrophotometric methods of analysis of these 
materials have been carried out, and new methods have 
been developed as needed. Research on the separation 
of the rare earths, by means of the new ion exchange 
techniques employing synthetic resins, is being carried 
out with a view to obtaining adequate materials of 
known high purity for use in the preparation of the 
pure metals. 

Science and industry both require a continual flow 
of new and more accurate scientific data and informa
tion on substances and properties little explored. The 
Georgia Tech Low Temperature Laboratory was created 
specifically to play its part in this continued effort. 
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SULTllfil RY 

The data and conclusiom included in this report are pre-

sented in the form of a paper ~hich will he presented at the 

ONR sponsored Cryogenics Conference to be held at the Georgi& 

Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, March 20 and 21, 

1950. The paper is divided into two parts. Part I deals with 

the crystal structure of lanthanum; Part II deals with the 

superconductivity of lanthanum. These parts are summarized 

below. 

The Cry stal Structure of Lantham<m 

The reported occurrence of hexagonal close-packed and 

face-centered cubic structures for· lanthanum has been confirmed 

for this element in the form of filings. It has been shown 

that the f.c.c. modification is probably not a surface pbencm· 

enon and that the rate of transition of filings from the f.c.c. 

to the h.c.p. structure is very slow at room temncrature. 

Efforts to prepare bulk lanth anum speclmens knov•~r.. to be 

in the f.c.c. structure, u.sing tbe s~me procedures fo n ncl sat-

isfactory for filings, appear to h e ve failed. This failure 

could arise from the fact that either (l) the mechanical strsins 

introduced in the filing operation convert the filings to the 

h.c.p. structure or (2) the rete of transition from f.c.c. to 

h.c.p. structure on cooling to room temperature in the furnace 

d . " "d . t~ 11s e . lS >1 e r;; mucn mor•e rap l lD ;1te bulk specimen than in the 

filings. The experim6nts carried out in this resear ch h a ve not 

served to differentiate between these two possibilities. 

-i-
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There seems to be no published work in which the crystal 

strtJ.cture of a bulk specimen of lanthanum hss been determined 

in an unambiguous manner. 

'I'he Superconductivity of Lanthanum 

Fo1Jr different somples of lanthanum metal have been ex

arnined for superconductivity, both in the as-received state 

and after heat treatment at 350° C for four days. X-ray ex

amination of filings taken from all four samples, both before 

and after heat treatment, showed that the filings had the hex

agonal close-packed structure. It was found that bulk speci

mens cut from the four samp les exhibited a transition into 

superconductivity at 5.05 (Cooper No. 1), 5.25 (Spedding), 

4.6 (Hilger), and 3.2° K (Cooper No. 2), respectively, before 

heat treatment, whereas after heat treatment the transition 

t ern ~erature was 5.2, 5.25, 5.45, and 3.2° K, respectively. 

Filings taken from one of the s a::".ples (Cooper :No. l) in the 

as-received state were found to exhibit a transition into 

superconductivity at 5.2° K after heat treatment for four days 

at 350° C. X-rey examination of the filinps both before and 

after the low te m) erature experiment showed that they have 

primarily the face-centered cubic structure, with only a small 

amount of hexagonal close-packed structure being present. 

On the basis of these experiments, it has been tentatively 

connluded that both the hexagonal close-packed and face-centered 

cubic modifications of lanthanum exhibit superconductivity at 

a'oout 5o 2° Ko 

-ii-
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V . . I'. Ziegler, A. L. Floyd, .Jr.~H:- Gnd :a. A. Young 

INTRODUCTIO J 

The relation betv.een crystal structure and su.rH: rccnduc-· 

tivity in allotropic modifications of the elements hss be e n 

investigated only for tin. It has been found that wbtle white 

tin is a typical superconductor, gray tin,a which differs from 

it in crystal structure, does not become superccnducting down 

to the lowest temperature tried (1.320 K). 1 Gray tin ( t h e low 

tsmperature form) has a diamond crystal structurE; w ~li te tin 

h8f' a comp lex tetragonal structure. 'rhcse tvvo forms of tin 

t.' lso differ quite markedly in other physical propcrt ies. 

A search for other elements h aving allotropic modifico-

tions which might be studied for sup erconductivity revealed 

that l a nthanum, cerium, and praseodymium (see 'l'able I) ex-

hibit both the cubic close-packed (f.c.c.) ond hexagonal close-

packed (h.c.p.) structures. These structures, which are typi-

cal of many superconducting elements, h&ve the advantage of 

being simple, making theoretical analysis easier. A bef~inning 

~-~-
Part of the work described in this paper has been taken fr om 
a Master's Thesis in Physics by Mr. A. L. Floyd 1 Jr. entitled 
li'F,ffect of Temperature on the Crystal Structure of :Lanth2num, 
Cerium, )'Jeodymium, rmd Praseodymi1L"'li. The Re lation Between 
Crystal Structure and Superconductivity, 11 Ci-eorgia Inst:L t. ute 
of Technology, Atlanta, 1949o 

**Present address: U. S. Navy Civil 1 ngineering Laboratory, 
Solomons, ~,~d. 

a )Grey tin is converted into wr;ite tin at 292c1 K. 
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in the theoretical ~nalysis bas been made by Born and Chenr. 3 

~'orm 

G{ -La 
~-La 
olt.-Ce 
f-. -Ce 
o( -l'r-l~· 
{3 - F'r 

Struct~1re 

h.c. p . 
f.c.c. 
h.c.p. 
f.c.c. 
h.c.p. 
f.c.c. 

TABLE I 

a c - -
~ 9 . ""; 

3.754 6.063 
5.294 
3.65 5c96 
5.140 
3.657 5.924 
5.151 

*0(-Pr is distorted somewhat from true h.c.p. 

1~tomic 

Rad ius 
0 
A . 

L870 
1. 872 
l.f3l 
1.817 
L8~J.4 

1.821 

A survey of the literature made at the time the present 

work was undertaken indicated th&t only lantham.JJn ancJ cerh1..m 

had been studied for superconductivity. No data were reported 

concerning crystal structure of the materi.als investigated.:?. 

The present paper is a report of "ork carried out to ex-

amine the relation bet~een the crystal structure and super-

conductivit l of lanthanum. This metal was chosen beca.use of' 

its availability from several sources in reasonably pure form, 

and because it seemed to give promise of ready conversion from 

h.c.p. to the f.c.c. form. Consideration of the studies re-

ported here is divided into two parts. Part I deals with the 

a) Born and Cheng (Ref. 3) list both~ -La ancl~ -La Els supe::."
conductors. Private correspondence ~ith thEse investigators 
i ndicated that these facts ~ere inferred from the structures 
kno~n for lanthanum, rather than frcm supe rconductivity 
measurements made on lanthanum spec i.mens of' knov. n s tr'uctul'e. 
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cryst a l s t ru ctur·e s t udies on l a ntha num and v. i t r• a tt err:p t:s to 

pr oouce the J o c ~c. form. Part II de a l s ' l t h s up"' r·condu ct ivi ty 

st udies carried out on sevt;rr;l s Amp l e .<.:: o f l '1ntha num b e f ore a nd 

after heat treatment. 

PART I 

THE CRYS TAL 0TRUCTU.:\~'' C LMJTl-:l.A NU \1' 

The oetermination of the cr ,Ystal s tructure of l a nt ha nwn 

by ·-r~' ;y pov,;dcr dif fract ion t e chni4.ue s h as bee n the subje c t 

of a numbsr of researches o These re sea rc he s h a ve s hov, n t ha t 

l anthsrnml exists in bo th the h exagonal c lo s~-pa cke d (h . c op . ) 

and the face-centered cubic (f.c.c. ) structures . The -ewpe ra 

t u re of the thermodyna mic transition poin t ha ~ not bee n dete r 

mined. 

Measurements of heat capscity~ 4 electri c.-,1 res i sta nce,4 

dens i ty, 5 an d ma gn E:l tic S11Scep t ibil i ty6 a s a funct ion of t empera

tur e have re ve a led a noma lies in th e se pr operti es i n s e veral 

temp e a ture regions" These anoma li e s surge s t that l ant hamnn 

may exist in more th an t wo allot r op ic modifi cations . 

In the present v.ork, a study of tho hexa go, close-pBc k e d 

and face-centerec3 cubic modifications of' l antha n' m h ns be n 

made using the powder X-ray diffraction ru e t t od . Th e e f:ect 

of varlous heat treatment conditions on the ra e of tra sition 

from the hexagonal close-packed to the face- c en tered cub i c 

s t r·ucture has also been studied, a s well as t h e r·a te of t ra ns i

tion of t.be f'.coc. to t:; he h.cop. structure Ht r oom r emp~: r a t ur· e 

!'Jnd c.t l icp:t id h ~ lium temperatures. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

X-ray Diffraction Studies 

All but a few of the X-ray diffraction studies reported 

in this paper have been ca.rried out on l antl:"wnum rn2t:: l in .. e 

form of filings. A General Electric XRD unit equipped vd th 

two cylindrical powder cameras was used in ~ll ezper i en ts. 

All pictures were taken with oscillation through an angle of 

±10°. Copper K ol.. radiation was used in a. l instances unl e ~3 s 

othervlise stated. A nickel filter, consisting of two sheets 

of nickel foil each 0.0004 inch think, was p l a ced over the 

end of the collimating tube to filter the copper radiation. 

The pmver expended across the X-ray tube 1, ra :3 about 25 milli

amperes at 30,000 volts. Exposure times us u a l ly were three 

hours. 

A few diffraction }Jictures were tal:::en u s ing a mol ybd en um 

tube, because of the much smaller absorption coeffici en t of 

lan thanurn for molybdenum radia. tion. A zirconiwn filter_, made 

by spre2.ding a mixture of zirconium oxychlor i de ::tn d bees ·:vax 

;mi.formly over a piece of paper was used in t h ese cases. 

The samples for the X-ray studies were prepared by fi ling 

the bull'C specimen of lan thanwn under dry nitrogen ga s . Ca re 

was taken to first remove any oxide coating. This oper a tion 

·uas curried out in a dry box having c.. volume of about t wo 

cubic feet. Dry nitrogen was pass ed through the box at a rata 

f about ll cubic feet per hour for at l ea s t 45 minutes before 

b egiTh"ling the filing operation, and s te2dy fl.ov; of n i trogen 

-4-
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was maintained throughout the filing o pc':ration and while fill-

ing the capillaries. While still in the dry box the filings 

so obtained were placed in pyrex glass capillaries having an 

outside diameter 0.6-0.8 mm. Upon removal from the dry box~ 

the caDillaries were immediately sealed in an oxy gen-gas flarw. 

All li ,1e posit ions were measured visually to 0. l l11.c:'11 . Uni-

form, shar ply defined lines were read at their centers. Nonuni-

form lines were road at their centers of density. 

A visual estimate of the (iensity of the lines was ma d e~ 

and an intensity symbol was assie;ned to e~:lCh line accord ing to 

the following plan: 

vs - very strong f faint 
s - strong vf = very faLnt 

ms - medium strong vvf = very, ver;} faint (ba rely 
m - medium disc ernable) 

mf - medium faint (d) diffuse 

'.rhe s trcnges t line on any given photograph wa s a lvvays des i g -

na ted as nvery strong, l t and the intensities of the other lines 

were then assigned accordingly. 

All results were calculated by taking the unresolved K~ 

lines to have a wave length of 1.539 kx-units. ¥~ ere r e oo l u-

tion occurred !I tr_e 1iwave length of the K o( 
1 

line wa s taken to 

be 1.537 kx-units. 

Film corrections were a pplied to all lines on the b a s is 

of corrections obtained as an averae·e of a s er ies of photo -· 

graphs taken of ca?illaries containing pure KCl. Th is s al t 

(C,P. grade) was heated to dull red heat for l.S minut es a n d 

cooled in a desiccator. The salt was then powdered with a 
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dry mortar and pestle in the dry box, a~d capilla r ies ere pre -

pared as described above. The a
0 

value for KCl was taken to 

be 6.277 kx-units. 

Since the only structures which were likely to be encoun-

tered belonged to the cubic or the hexagonal systems , it was 

~os s ible to i ndex t h e lin es by gr aphic a l 
'/ q 

rn_c D 11~3 o · ' "-" Th ~s 

method was used in all studies describe d in t h is paper . 

Des_cr~tion and Purity of Lanthanum Samples 

Four different lanthanum samples from three different 

sources have been used in these studies. The crystal st ruc -

t :.1re of the s e ma te r ials has been de termined both ir> the as-

received state and after a variety of different heat t r eat-

ments. 

Chemical and s9ectrographic analyses were carr i ed out on 

three of the four samp les. Silicon was dete r mi ned b T fil te r-

i~g off the insoluble matter remaining after a s amp l e of the 

metal was treated with dilute hydrochloric acid. 8 The resi-

due wa s i g nited to constant weight at about 800° C; t h e resi-

due was assumed to be Sio2 and the result re ported a s pe r 

cent silicon in tne metal. 

Iron W8s determined by reduction to the ferrou s s t at e 

with zinc in dilute sulfuric acid solution~ followed by titra-

tion with potassium permanganate. 

Lanthfmum wns determined by precipitation oi' ttw rare 

a) An acetylene-like odor was al~a ys noted wh en the met a l wa s 
dissolved in acid. 
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eart~s present as oxalates at a p t of 3. The nrecipitate was 

removed and iP'.~'1ited to the oxide at 8500 C. ..,.,be oxide so ob -

tained was taken to be pure La 2 o3 unless otherwise indicated. 

Spectrographic analyses 8 were carried out using the cop-

or semi-quantitative ln nature. In certain instances, q uanti-

t0tive analyses were made by comparison with standards of known 

conceiltrat ion. 

l. Lanthanum (9ooper No. 1). This material (30 gm.) was 

obtained (4/9/47) from the Cooper Metallurgical Lab-

oratory, ~ivision, Acme Aluminum Alloys, Inc. (now 

Coop e r Wet a llurg ical Associ a t e s ), Cl e ve l and, Chic. 

Spectro gra ph ic analysis sho~ed tha t th e ch i e f impur i-

ties were ircn, silicv l , ~ ~ d yttriu m. In ae~it i on, 

it contained small arr ounts (estima ted to b e less t ha ~ 

0.1 per cent each) of many of the re re e ~r~hs nnd 

other clements, includine calcium, mue nesi lrr , g nd 

alurninumo Spectrophotometric anslys is of a s o l ution 

0 
~0 

.L 

DU 

the me t.<:ll ns chlor·ide b;y :-r_ea,'l.s oi' a Beckman ,•. ode _ 

q~artz spectrophotometer failed to reveal any ab -

sorption bands for other rare earths in the range 

380 to 1000 ':rl)lo Chemical analysis by tbe met JO'::; 

described .s h owed the me tal to contain 97.1% La, O o 8~~ 

Fe, and 0. '?'fo Sio 

a) The spectrog:raphic ~:lnalyses v: ere c a rr i ed ou t b y Dr. ~ 0 ,,. 0 
Spicer of the ~choo l of Ghe~ i s t ry o 

.-, 
·- t'-
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2. Lanthanum (Hilger). This :--n.st:rLal (0.;?:5 gm .) wa s 

obtained ( '7 /10/ 4?) fran-, A co m li.i l ge r , J.t d., London , 

England. This sample, designated by them a s La b. 

No. 7259, was reported to contain a total of 0. 5 -

LO~>b of aluminum, silicon, and tuncstcn, and t o be 

substantially free of other rare earth s. No ana l y -

sis of this material was rnac.:e here. 

3. La~:t_ha~~I£_1Q_oo~er No. 2). This material (3 0 e:,m.) 

was obtained (6/30/49) f rom Cooper Metall~r~ic a l 

Associates, Cleveland, Ohio. Comparison oft e 

cop9er spark spectrum of this sam ples ~ . i th tha t 

obtained for Cooper No. l on Lh e s am e f ilm sho wed 

that the chief difference betwee n t b e s ~~ol e s ~ a s 

that Cooper No. 2 contained less Jttrium &nd more 

cerium than Cooper No. l. 

Lanthanum (Soeddinrr). - . ~ -- ··-- - ·-- -- - -·- ·- - - -__ ,.__._ This material ('7.3 gm.) was 

obtained (l/2/50) from Dr. F. H. Spedding, Insti tut e 

for Atomic Research, Iowa State Colle ~ e, Ame s , I o •a , 

to V'hom v,e wish to express cuP thanks for making this 

material available. Spectrographic analysis s ho Jed 

that it contained 0.13% Be, 0.1% 1g , and traces 

(estimated to be a fe11v hundredth s of" :c. 9cr ce~1t) c f 

calciumj aluminum, and iron. The sample appeared 

to be free of other rare earths. The lanthanum con-

tent was found to be 9?.3 per cent by Jire c t pre-

cipitation as oxalate. 

-8-
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EXPERIMSNTAL :iESULTS 

C£zs_t,9._l Structure of Lanthanum 

A. Hexagonal Close-Packed Lanthanum 

Lanthanum has been reported to exhibit the hexagonal 

close-packed structure at room tem perature by McLennan :-;nd 

McKay, 10 Quill, 11 and Rossi. 12 The purity and past history 

of the specimens investigated were not stated. The crystal 

parameters obtained by these investigators are p iven in Table 

II, together with the results obtained here. 

Zintl and NmJmayrl3 have exam·tned filincs taken from a 

sample of lanthanum containing 99.6 per cent lantham.Jm, the 

remainder consisting of silicon, aluminum, magnesium, and 

carbon. They found primarily lines for the h.c.p. structure. 

However, the lines obtained were so diffuse that no exact 

measurements could be made. 

Filings taken from onr four lanthanum specimens in the 

manner described above showed that all of the specimens in the 

nas received" condition had the h.c.p. structur>e. Lines ob-

tained were somewhat diffuse. Actual results agreed reasonably 

~ell with those reported by other investigators. 

'rable III contains a sumnwry of the actual dats" rl.'hese 

data represent the average of five films~ two taken of filins s 

from lanthanum (Cooper No. 1) and three from lanthanum (Cooper 

No. 2). No systematic differences ~ere noted in the films for 

the two samples. Detailed comperison of the results g iven in 

Table III VJith those reported by Quillll shows very good agreemen t 

-9-
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TABLr: II 

CRYSTAL PArtAl'viET:!'RS CF FLC.P. LANT liANUM 

-=:=.:.-=-==-=-=c=-=~=====-=-=-=----·- ---======="===::-==::-==--==.. 
Obsei'ver 

i>.1 cLennan and 
lfcK9\rl0 

C.uillll 
Rossil2 
This resesrch 

a 
kx-urii ts 

3.72 

c 
kx-units 

6o06 
6o06l+OoQ30 
6.05 
Uo06+0oQ2 

TABLE III 

lo63 
L6l3 
L6l 
L62+0o0l 

X-HAY I:IF Tj'HACTICN DAT'A f'CR H.C"F. LANTHANUM 

Intensity 

Quill11 
This re-
search ---- ----

m :mf 

vs vs 

s m 

f 

s s 

vvf 

s m 
f 

V"' ~~ vs 

s ms 
f f 
f f 
vs s 
f vf 

m mf 
f f 
f f 
m f 

Times line 
occurred in 

5 films 

5 

5 

5 

4 

5 

1 

5 
l 
5 

5 
5 
4 
5 
2 

4 
3 
4 
3 

- ··====-=,====~=== 

Corrected G 
de go 

-10= 

l3o69 

26 0 '/6 
28o3l 
28o9l 

3Qo54 
3?o55 
39o'79 
40o'78 
42.7? 

45 012 
4'/,20 
49o15 
s;_;; o 81 

a 
hkl kx--units 

100 :3 0 ?52 

002 3o'/44) 
C _ 6o068) 

101 3o'736 

l'Jot identified 

110 

Hot identified 

lO~'i 

(200) 
ll~~ 

c = 
004 
.::?03 
121 
114 
105 
122 
300 
123 
302 
124 
303 

(3o748 ) 
;5.7 41 ) 
6.0.56) 

Co738 
3o?4'7 
Oo 743 
Oo ? 3 4 

Co?62 
;)o'f" 47 
3o ? 40 
;:; 0 7 45 
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in the relBtive intensities of the lines. The rra'' v.<J.l•Jes were 

calculated using the c/a ratio obtclined frum the sve,·rsge "c" 

and "a" values for the 002, 004, 100, 110, ~;oo , :m d 300 nlanes. 

In one experiment a capillary containing filings taken 

Crom lanthanum (Cooper No. 1) in the 11 as -received 11 condition 

1a s cooled to liquid helium temperotures ~nd then allo~ed to 

~arm up again to room temperGture. The filings were observed 

to have h.c.p. structure both before and after cooling. 

EL Pace-Centered Cubic Lanthanum 

The stable structure for lanthamJm a t room tempera-

ture apparently is t he hexa gonal close-packed structure, the 

face-centeped cubic m.odification being formed o:1t elevated 

tempera t11re s. 

Zintl and Neumayr 13 were able to convert finely divided 

lanthanum from the h.c.p. to the f.~.c. s t ructure by besting 

Ln v~~cuum at ;550° C for several da~J s. Klem.m and Bo~nmer , 2 

using liquid potassium and cesium, reduced the anhy rirous 

chloride at :":50-400° C and obtained f inely divided lantlla num 

bEI'Jing the f.c.c. structu.re. Klemm Gnd Bomm e r compar ed t heir 

res u lts ~ith thane obtained ~rom preparations ma de by tre a t i ng 

finely cJivic;ed lanthanum (obtained from bulk l an t! l8l1'Jm) Vl ith 

potassium, rubidium, and cesium metals. No d i f fer e ncE.'s were 

obs'ervod. 'rhe results found by these investigators Bore g iven 

:i.n 'l\9ble IV. 

~' e hove also been able to pre .are the f.c,c. mo d ification 

by hccttinp lanthanum filings at 350 to 40 ')° C for several da;.Ts 0 

-11~ 



Sealed pyrex capill a ries cont s inin[ filing s of the l8nthanum 

samp le kno'itn to be in the h.c.p. structure were heated in a 

vac1mm furnace for about fo 1~r d a;';~ s. TTp on removing the ca p:i l~ 

laries and examining them, the lanthanum was found to h a ve been 

converted to the f.c.c. structure. The diffraction lines were 

now quite sharp, as contrasted with thG r Elatively diffu se line s 

always found by us for the h.c.p. structure. In no:.ot films 9 

several faint lines assignable to the h.c. p . were found, indi -

eating that a small amount of the h.c.p. structure ~as also 

present. All four lsnthanum samples ~;,ere found to und e r g o 

this transition under similar heat treatment. 

fhe value for a obtained in this ~ork is compare d ~ i t h 
0 

the res-Jlts of previous investigators in TBble IV. 

TA BLE IV 

F'ACE-CENTE ' D crJB IC LANI' FA'TT M 

Zintl and Ncumayrl3 
Klemm and Bommer2 
This research 

ao 
l{X-units 

5. 296 +0 .002 
5 .294+0 . 002 
5.28 5+ 0.005 

-,------------- -------
-:~ Copper K~ ra d iation used in all studi e s . 

Our value for a given in Table IV is an avera g e res u lt ab
o 

tained from nine films taken of the t~o Cooper and t h e Hilger 

lanthanum samples. 

Table V contains a summary of the actu 8l d ataG 'l'he in~ 

tensities reported by Zintl and Neumayr 13 are given for 
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comparison. The intensities found here e;_c·ree ~-1uite v.el1 vlth 

those reoorted by Zintl "lnd :Teumayrl3 ncl =-clern:n and 

~ - jl 1..-, l"t 
l. • • _ _) • ~.1 • 

0 Bonrrne r 0 "-· 

Copper K r:i. rod in t ion; o( = L 539 l<X-'El'; t .:: , o<.. 1 = L 537 kx-uni ts 

Intensity 
Zintl and This re-
ii_o un~~-l~-~~ . _s e ~r c h 

s vs 
m s 
ms c• .:;, 

s vs 
f rn_ 

vi' mf 
mf s 
mf ms 
f m 
m ms 

vf mf 
m vs 
f ms 

ms 
ms 
l11S 

.~.:= 

Corrected g ao 

_ del}~~---- hk1 kx-units -----.. .-. 

l4o65 lll 5o27l 
16,96 2()() 5,276 
24o33 220 5o2'75 
28o~n 113 5.280 
30.34 222 5.2?6 
35o68 40) 5o2'16 
39.43 1;)3 5.283 
40.66 :240 5.282 
45 0.52 422 5o28l 
49 0 11~:- 511) 5o285 

333) 
55.40 4t10 .5. 289 
59 0 35~:- 135 5.285 
60 0 74-::- 600) 5.285 

241) 
SG \) ~S 4 .;~. ~~~ G (J 5o2EJ? 
?2 0 41·::· 5~) 3 5 ~ 2[?/7 
'14. 6o-:< ~; 2 6 5 .2W1 

---·---- --··-·--- -
~:-,rhese lines refer tc, Ko( 

1
, all others refer to Ko(.. 

The experiments of ~i 1tl f3ncl ~\leuma yr, /< lerwn F.:nd Bommer, 

and our research ns discussed in the 'revlcus section stongly 

suggest thnt the thermodynamic trsnsition temperature of this 

transit ion is be low 350° C. 'rrombe r:.nc1 Poex5 bo ve studied 

the expansion of lanthanum ( 99. 2)f) la) ovc1~ the range -190° to 

3500 C 0 These investiE;ators i'ound thEt t h e expo.ns ion was linear 
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a 10 ;~ne ventfnl be t v. ~ n -190 and 1500 C. Jc tv, ct.::n 1::oc· ~ nd 375 0 C, 

hysteresis developed, the volume at a given te rr o era t~rc delen~-

;l ~)'St e resls \\ B S attrlb .. l tec3 b:J Trombe and r:'oex t o t: ,e eo e :x.Lstence 

;::;f face-centered cubic and hexagc~nal close-pa cked l an t h f; num . 

CJ!~taL1in g fllL1gs i'ro.m lanthanum (Cooper .. o. l), k n ov-11 tu be 

in the hexagonal clo Qe -packed struct~re, ~erP hes ted for t o 

days in a vacuum furnace at vario'JS fixed te l.., p e r f.d:.; Jre s. 

the heat treatment, the capillaries ~ere again examined by ~-ray 

diffraction and the extent of conversion to the face-centered . 
cubic structure noted. r~esults obtained, sumrn:n·1zed in ' a·o l e 

VI, show that conversion to the face-centered cubic struct~re 

occured even at 2540 C. The hexagonal close-p~ c ke d l ines were 

still relatively more diffuse than the lines from f2ce-centercd 

cnbic structu2e. 

cap i_l!~T1. Tem)erature 

S-18 400 

S-19 354 

S-20 254 

-.:; _ _ ...;;. -=----~--·-·-· -· -·----·--.:.:..:.==== 

TABU:: VI 

Length of 
H~a__t ~~g Fer_j:.o_c~ 

days 

Stru c t lJ r E: ::Jf t er 
:P t< t · re a t ment 

2 i 1

Q
0 oCo, S ~11 a ll !~ 

l:iOU n t ho C . p o 

2 

-- - --- ·- -- - -- ·- -·- -- - -- · 
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Another series of experiments was carried out to determine 

the rate of conversion of the face-centered cubic to the hex-

agonal close-packed structure at room temperature. Five sealed 

capillaries containing filings from the t~o Cooper and the 

Hilger lanthanum samples were heat treated (three at 350° C, 

two at 4ooo C) to convert them to the face-centered cubic struc-

ture. Examination of the capillaries immediately after heat 

treatment showed the filings to be primarily in the f.c.c. 

structure, with a small amount of h.c.p. structure present. 

The capillaries were reexamined at intervals over a period of 

130 to 160 days to determine if any transition to the h.c.p. 

structu1•e had taken place. At the end of this period the sam-

ples still had primarily the f.c.c. structure; the very weak 

lines due to the h.c.p. structure had not increased noticeably 

in intensity. 

In a second series of experiments, capillaries containing 

filings known to be in the face-centered cubic structure were 

heated for five days at 1000 C in a vacuum furnace, on the 

assumption that this treatment might introduce nuclei having 

the hexagonal close-packed structure. The capillHries were 

then repeatedly cooled and warmeda between -195° C and room 

temperature by dipping in a liquid nitrogen bath. Examination 

of the capillaries showed that the structure was still face-

centered cubic; no change in the diffraction patterns could be 

a) Trombe and Foexl5 found this method satisfactory for con
verting cerium from the f.c.c. to the h.c.p. structure. 
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r eat 'l'ree t rJcnt o f ·:, ,J l k La nth,., num ~ne c : nwns --- - ·- - --- ·---- - - - --- -
The exuerimental studies de scr ibe d s h ove , ~oth t~ 01r-

se l vcs and o the r·s , p. rt sin t o th€:- conv E r·s i o n of f in<:. l y di v :ded 

~. i t h which lanthanum f'i l:Ln e: s could b e :~c · nve r· t ed t o th e r • c , c . 

tn odif i cation led us to assume t h a t tl:J.e bul£ spe cimt- ns n e oe:cl 

fo r t he su ~ r co~ductivity s t udies could easi ly b e ~r e c a re d ly 

'1::.:::t t r es. t 1rH .. nt . n 8 f u "'Qa ce s t ?·5 0 Lo 400° C fo r f our days . 

Eulk StJ eciJJens cut from sll f our of t h e l nths n,Jm sa"nlt-s 

mentione d e'•l' l i r ';.er e h e T t t re 3 t ed unde r d var i st y of con-li -

t "ons . These hu l k spe c ime ns we r e zenera l l y ln t he fo r m f 

aho'J t LL 5 mm. ''"'i.· H-li t ions emplo yed inc ud ed ( "!) hP.'< tin for 

f~1r OGys at 3500 C, (b ) h e Ating fo r frylr jaJS a t 4000 C, a nd 

ar r i ed ou t e i ti1e,.. ltnc e r vacuum or und e r h e l ium -~ to p r e v ent 

o.;~idn t i on . ~ ft e r coo l i ng to r oom tempe r a t ure, f il5 n~ s ~ere 

o' t~:1e d u nder dr~ ni t ro gen f rom a ll bulk spe c lmens . ~non 

A.~ra y e xaminat io n, i n "tll instances Gne s e C~ l in L .s ha ve p r o11ed 

t o be e ntirely or a lmo ~ t e nt ir el~ i n t ~ he~ogonal close-

")8 G.Ve d s t r~JC ti.u'e , 

rho s · r esul t s ~.f, ;:' e de fi n it ely co !lL "ar -y to expeccetiu1s, 

in v iev; o f the ea s e of c o nv ei't:Ln ~ l 11 .1thanum " 1lin· ~ ta the 

I . c . c . st ruct ·r e . Se v ral pos s i bi l i ti e s sugrested them~elves . 
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be sufficient to convert the filing s taken from the 

bulk sample to the h.c.p. strtwt•n'e. 

2. Insufficient time was allowed for the transition to 

occur. 

3. The f.c.c. structure is a surface effect. 

4. The f.c.c. structure observed in tlw filings is due 

to some compound of lanthanum and is not due to lan"· 

thanum metaL 

5. The rate of transition from the f.c.c. to the h.u.p. 

structur·e in the bulk samples is such that essentially 

complt:.te reconversion to the h.c.p. structure occurs 

during the 4-5 hours required for the furnace to cool 

to room te~perature. 

These possibilities will be discussed briefly in the above 

order. 

One experiment was carried out in which a thin lanthanum 

chipj cut from lantl""Janum (Cooper Nc. 2) u.nder dry nitro g en and 

baving tbe dimensions 6 x 6 x l mm. ~ was heat tre ated in a 

vacuum furnace for four days at 400° C. Filings taken from 

the chip after heat treatment proved to have the h.c.p. struc

ture. The chip ~as then covered ~ith a thin layer of oil to 

diminish oxidation, one edge of it placed in the X-ray beam, 

and a picture was taken with oscillation. The chip was found 

to consist primarily of the h.c,p. structure. Thus,. there is 

some evidence that the filing operation may decrease the amount 

of f.c.c. structure. 

-17-
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The length of time required for the transition of filings 

at 350° C has been shown to be about two days. The fact that 

the chip was still primarily in the hexagonal close-packed struc-

ture after four days at 400° C could be interpreted to mean 

that the transition in bulk samples is indeed slow. On the 

other hand, filings taken from a cylindrical specimen 4.5 mm. 

in diameter and 15 mm. long, after the specimen h8d been heat 

treated at 7220 C for two days, showed no conversion to f.c.c. 

structure. 

As yet, we have not been able to devise an experiment which 

sho~s clearly the effect of the mechanical filing operation on 

t h e structure of the filings. 

Tl:e possibility th.st the f.c"c. structu.re is a surface 

phenomenon has been suggested by Rossi.l2 He s~ated that after 

annealing bulk lanthanum specimens 8 at 3500 C in vacuum for 

several days, the f.c.c. phase was obtained, However, after 

removing a very thin outer layer from the annealed s p ecimens 

the latter then e;ave again the ch1:1racteristic h.c.p" struct·ure , 

In order to throw some light on this possibility, heat 

treated lanthanu:·l filings which were deterinined to be :tn the 

f.c.c. modification by using copper K~ rodi a ticn 1 were exam-

ined by meGns of rr olybdenum Ko{radiaticn" Since t he sbsorption 

coefficient of lanthanum for molybdenum rs din tion is onl;y l/8 

a) The work of Rossi is the only published investig8tlon kno wn 
to us in which the structure of annealed b ulk s p e c i me n s of 
lanthanum is considered. 
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that fo r co ppe r r a d l Gtion, the thickness of th e scatteri ng la e r 

be ing examined should be considerably gre ut er. However, t he 

diffraction patte rn obtained with molybdenum ro dia ti on wa s a l so 

tba t for the foc.c. modification. Fror;o a considerr:cition of t J:-_ e 

pa r ticle size of the filings (maximum dis me tcr a bout 0. 005 nnn, ) 

and t b e sbsorption coefficient for molybdenum rBdiation 1 it vr9.s 

concluded that the mDjor frsction of each particle wst:: being 

exan1ined o The a 
0 

found for the f o co c. structure using mo lybdenur, 

was 5.293+0.005 kx-units. 

The possibility that the foc.c. structure observe d i n an-

nenled filings mtgllt be due to some surface chemi c a l rea ct ion 

VIEIS also considered. The rr:ost likely comroun c'l s e eme d to '.1 S to 

be LaN, vhich also has the foc.c. structure, it h an a of 
0 

5.2'75 inches. Ho~ever 1 the X-ray diffraction patt e rn of the 

i'i 1ings -v.as found to be inde ~)endent of v;hether t he f i lings v,eroe 

pr epared and heat treated in an Dt~ospher>e o.f nitro ge~ or helitmL 

Furthermore, the intensities of t h e lines f ound do not agree 

\Jlth t ho ~1e reportedl4 for lantllanum nitrideo 

The possibility that the rate of transition from the f.c. c . 

to the h .c.p. st ,•uct,J:ee in the bul k is sufficient l y r ap l d that 

i t occurs during cooling of the specimens in t he f ur na c e cannot 

at p res e n t be excluded, and ill requi r e furthe r i nvest igati on . 

The observed very slow rate of tr2nsition of the f il in [ s coo l ed 

u nde r ld .n tical conditions would seem to opp ose t h is possib~ lity. 

However, the dilatometric experiments of Tromb e and Foex5 c lear~ 

ly indicate thBt an anomalous volume change, presumed by t hem 



1 lE- l fl 

t o '. Jc c.ur: to t 1 is c:i~ .;:o·Jctu.re transition, c' c e s occ '1 :· in bulk l a n -

Jnfortuna t e l y , Tr ombe a n d 

~~ · cex [ i ve n o l nformn t io n ·.::~ ;:; t o t h r' 'l te c one. ~ t Lu 1~ 1mc"e r Vl.b icb 

these me a surement s were ma deo 

S TroT ·ARY 

'Th e re ported occlJrrence of hc :xa c: on~" l clost: - p;c.o.t: d "'nd 

fa c e- c c~t0rec Ct.J-blc .st r iJ ct u r s s fo r- l a1 t ~ <:~numb s L-erJ co ~ f i rme d 

l o r tis s l ernen t ·n t ~e for~ of f il i. e s . 

l'f or-ts to O l ' &Q .'3I 'e b •J.l k l n nt h ;cnum s ' ec. i_:1c n s r:o'l·n to be 

f a c tory for fill~ gs, Gppesr to hav e f Bi l ed . r~i. fell1~e coul d 

u r ~ s e fro~ the fact that either (l) t h e n e chani c a l stra ins i n-

t ra du ced in t he f i lin g oper&ticn convert t h e fi lin~s to the 

·sed i .s ve r'y much rr or.;:, I'S p id i n t Le bu lk s pe cimen t han in the 

f iling s o The ex } c r i~e nt s carried ou t i n t h i s re s e arch hJve not 

served to diffcre nti o tc between t he se two po ss ibil iti e s . 

'J:lhere seems tc ") t: no ) iJblisl:t ed v1o r k in V1h ich t re cr stal 

st r u ct u re o f .9 · bn 11<:: spe c i:·:en of' 18 n t h a n um h Ft s b een det;orl'l1ine d 

.. --, _...--., 
~ ,_:...,.....,, """' 
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PART II 

THE SlJPE RCONDUCTIVITY OF LANTHANUM 

The occurrence of superconductivity in lanthanum has pre~ 

viously been studied by Mendelssohn and Daunt, 16 using a mag-

netic method. These investigators reported a transition tempera

ture of 4.71° K for a sample reported to contain 98% La, 1% Fe, 

and traces of C, Si, Al, and Mg. Shoenberg, 17 also using a mag-

netic method, has reoorted that a lantharn1m specimen (Hilger, 

Lab. No. 7259), presumably identical with oui' Hilg 2 lanthanum 

specimen-9 was superconducting at 4.2o K. On the other hand 8 

McLennan, Allen and Wilhelm18 meas,.lred the electrical con-

ductivity of a "pure~t specimen of lanthanum frorn. 300 to L90 K 

and reported that the specimen did not become superconducting. 

A report of some measurements on our Cooper (No. l) and 

l d l a 00 . Hilger lanthanum specimens has a rea y ap peared 9 ~, ~ ln which 

the occurrence of superconductivity at 4.85 +0.15 and 4.45+0.10° K8 

respectively, was noted. Measurements here hove since been ex-

tended to include two additional samples. It is the purpose of 

this portion of this paper to summarize the resnlts of tests for 

superconductivity carried out to date on all four samples of 

lanthanum. 

EXPERINENTAL 

The Cryostat 

The helium cryostat used in these measurements has been 

described elsewhere.20 It differed only in detail from one 

described by Horn and Ziegler. 2 l Liquid helium was rroduced 

-21= 
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within the cryostat in two separate chambers, the upper of 

which served as a thermal dam for the experimental chamber which 

was suspended from it. The main charge of liquid neli~m was 

produced in the thermal dam by the Simon expansion method, and 

in the experimental chamber by condensation. 

The all-copper experimental chamber (Figure lf ) consisted 

of t~o parts, an upper section to which the resistance and gas 

thermometers were attached and a lower section in which the 

specimens to be tested for superconductivity were placed. 

The temperature of the experimental chamber was measured 

by means of a gas thermometer of the type described by Mendel 

ssohn22 and a constantan resistance thermometer. The gas 

thermometer was filled with helium at one atmosphere pressure 

while at room temperature and then sealed off. This gas 

thermometer had a sensitivity of about 0.04° in the r a nge 3 to 

5.5° K. Below about 30 K the gas thermometer acted as a vapor 

pressure thermometer. Gas imperfection was taken into account 

by utilizing P-V-T data from which the compressibility factor , 

C ( = PV/RT), was either calculated or estimated.23 

The resista-:1ce thermometer, constructed of B and S :No. 40 

constantan wire, had a resistance of 1069 ohms at 4° K and a 

dR/dT of 0.92 ohm per degree. This therrnometer was useful in 

following the course of the superconducting transition. It 

had a sensitivity of 0.02°. 

Magnetic Method of Detecting Superconductivity 

Superconductivity was detected in the specimens under in~ 

vestigation by observing the change in induction of a coil 

-22~ 
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containing the specimen as the temperature of the samples was 

changed. The details of the experimental arrangement are shown 

in Figure lA. The system for making the magnetic measurements 

consisted of a primary coil, wound upon the lower end of the 

vacuum case, and four equally spaced secondary coils 21 1 S2, 

33 1 and S4, wound on the outside of the experimental chamberj 

and co~axial with the primary coil. 

In order to prevent air oxidatio~ eech specimen was sealed 

at room temperature in a small capsule 1 made of 7 m'.Tl. o.d. pyrex 

glass, under helium gas at about 10 em. Hg pressure. The cap

sules were separated by LtJ.cite spacers, and the entire assembly 

was held together with cellulose acetate cement. The assembly 

was then slipped into the experimental chamber and the chamber 

closed with a cap sealed on by Wood's metal. The spacers were 

so constructed that each specimen was positioned approximately 

at the center of its secondary coil. 

The circuits for detecting superconductivity are shown 

in Figure lB. In all experiments, Coil Sl (a compensating coil) 

was always emptyj the specimens under test being located in 

Coils 32, 33, and S4. The experimental procedure was as follows. 

With the experimental chamber at a fixed temperuture, Coil 31 

and another coil, for example Coil 32, vvere connected by mesns 

of a suitable external switching arrangement in such a manner 

that the voltages induced in them opposed each other when the 

tap key, Klj in the primary circuit was closed. With the tap 

key K2 closed, the galvanometer usually showed a deflection 

-23~ 
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when the primary was energized, because of an unbalance between 

Sl and S2. This unbalance could be reduced to zero by suitably 

adjusting a variable external compensating coil 1 CS. With the 

circuit balanced and K2 closed, Kl was tapped at about 10-15 

second intervals during a series of measurements in ~hich the 

temperature of the experimental chamber was slowly lowered (or 

raised), and any unbalancing of the coils was observed as a 

galvanometer deflection. 

In passing from room temperature to a temperature just 

above the transitionj a single setting of CS usually sufficed, 

the observed unbalance corresponding to a fe·w mrn. deflection 

of the galvanometer. The transition of a speci~en from the 

normal to the superconducting state was recognized by the ap= 

pearance of a considerable galvanometer deflection. In our 

experiments, deflections of from three to seven centimeters ~ere 

observed, depending upon the size of the sample being .studied 

and the magnitude of the current in the orimary circu it. For 

instance, a deflection of 5 em. was obtained, using a primary 

current of 260 milliamperes j vvhen a s pee imen of lanthanum (La 2" 

Run No. 12) unde>:>went a transition from the normal to the super~ 

conducting state. 

In a given experiment, time-temperatnre and ti1r~e~galvanometer 

deflection measurements were made, from VvrJ ich galvanometer de·

flection vs. temperature data were obtained. .Such measurements 

were made both on warming and cooling through the transition. 

Measurements were made on warming by allow i n g the e xperi

me ntal chamber to w:J rm up due to hent lea1L This best leak wa s 
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due primarily to the copper lead wires to the experimental cham

ber which were in imperfect contact with the thermal damo 

Cooliqg was usually achieved in the range 6 to 4o2° K by 

allowing the pressure of the helium in the experimental chamber 

to decrease slowlyo The decrease in the helium pressure was 

controlled by an external needle valve in the filling lineo 

Temperature below 4a2° K were 9 of course, obtained by pumping 

on the helium in the experimental chambero The lowest tempera

ture reached in these studies was about 2° Ko 

The manipulative procedure for controlled warming or cool

ing depended considerably on the amount and pressure of the 

helium in the experimental chambero Warming and cooling rates 

of Ool to Oo2° per minute were usually observedo 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY STUDIES 

Tests for superconductivity have been carried out on 

specimens taken from all four lanthanum samples described in 

Part I of this reporto These studies have been made both on 

specimens in the nas-received0 state and after heat treatment 

of the specimen under a variety of conditionso Tables VII 

through XI summarize the experimental results obtained, and 

Table XII gives a condensed summary of the resultso In these 

tables, the transition range, t:..T, corresponds to the tempera~ 

ture change in which at least 90 per cent of the total gal

vanometer deflection occurredo The transition temperature given 

corresponds to the temperature at which one half of the total 

deflection was notedo In general$ the midpoint of the transition 

-26= 
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has been computed from the gas the rmometer readin~ . The transl

tion range, as ~ell as warming and cooling rstes, however} have 

been computed from the resistance thermometer by the rela tion 

~'J' = 1.10 (6.. R. ), v,.rwre the constant 1.10 ~ xore s s es the r ela

tion between the gas thermometer and resistance the nometer. 

~/hen s specimen underwent n transition,. t be cha n g e in g al ·w 

vanometer deflection observed rang ed fro m 12 to 50 mm., v. i t h a 

primary current of 2 60 milliamp eres, depend i n g u p on th e s i z e 

of the specimen. l-=teadings of t'05s deflection v ~ e re re p roduci ~ 

ble to about l nmL v. hen the specimen >Vas maintained at; 8 fixed 

temperature" 

The galvanometer deflection vs. temperat u re data ob tain e d 

for the J~ajority of the transitions listed in Ta b les VII t hrough 

XI have been olotted in F igures 2 through 10. I n a n umb s r of 

instances, the tr a nsition curve fou n d on c o o l ing l a y ab out 0 .1° 

d a g'ree below that found for warrr.lng (s e e B'i f ·u. e s 5, 6., a nd 9 )o 

This difference is about twice t h e estim~ t e d det e ct a b le d if-

ference. In other instances (Figures 2, 4, a n d 'l ), n o c o n sL:t-

ent d iff e re n ce wa s n o ted. It ls not cle sr t e t he r t be se d i f -

ferences r e p rcsec t s n c::ctus l hysteresis in t he trans i t i o n o r 

o nly 2 ~ em p .ra t u r e ineq~a l ity. Jo e ve r , o n t h e bas i s o the 

rapidlt J of res 0 on s c of t h e specimen to t e n Pr·1t u re v a r i t io n 

~hen in the tran~ition, it is beli e v e d t h at ~l ch of t his d i f

fer ence r e o rese n t s q tem?e r ~ t ure bra . l e nt 3 l on ~ t he ex~e r i

mental c h amber itself. 

In e:e ne ral, tra n e itio n r Bn f· c s o f Ool t o J. 3 CJ v,e r e o b s erved , 

-2?-



TABLE VII 

SUPERCONDUCTJVI~Y OF J.A NTH~\.NUM (COOPEB NOo 1) .. ;; --

Coil Warming Cooling Transition Midpoint of Transition 
Run ~ Series Rate Rate Range 1 6 T Gas Therin. R. Thermo 

deg. /min. deg./min. deg. m'Il. Hg OK ohms 8 
(]) 

D 

Ao Specimen La l, as=received condition; cylinder 19 mm. X 4JJ mrrlo :::::r 
~ 
1-'• 

4 s4 129 
D 

0.15 0.11 5.0 1070.01 (\:> 

f--' 

Specimen La 2, as=received condition~ cylinder 20o3 mm. x 4.8 mm. ;::V 
(') 

'd 

5 s4 0.2 0.2 127.5 5.1 1070.0 0 
~ 
ct 

6 53 0.2 0.2 128 5.1 '2'i 
e 0 
t\) 

s4 5.04 1070 .05b co 10 I 0.05 0.08 127.5 [\) 8 II 0.11 0.16 128 5.06 1070.13 

12 S2 I 0.10 0.12 134c 5.02 1070.25d 
II O.ll 0.12 134 5.02 1070.25 

III 0.21 0.15 135 5.05 1070.26 
(]) 

D 

IV 0.10 a 134.5 5.07 1070.20 ct-

z 
Bo Specimen La 1, after heat treatm~r..-: for 4 days at 350° c 0 

0 

9 s4 0.10 132 5.22 1070.4le 
1-' 

0.15 1-' 

0.16 0.12 132 5o22 1070o38 
(J} 

I 

0.16 0.12 1070 ·39 1-' 
en 

~ Compl ete .. ran sit ion not covered. 
b) He l ium boi ling po i nt : 4. 19° K, R = 1069.24 ohms. 
c) Gas thermometer r efi l l ed pri or to ~~n No. 12 . 
d) Hel ium boil ing po i nt : 4. 9o K' R = 1069 .37 ohmso 
e) Helium boiling po nt :... 4. 19° K, R = 1069 .23 oh:ns. 



' l\) 
({) 

B 

12 

B. 

11 

Coil 
~ Series 

TABLE VIII 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF L.L~HANUM (COOPER NO. 2) 

Warming 
Rate 

deg. /min. 

Cooling 
Rate 

deg./min. 

Transition 
.E,anges ~ T 

deg. 

Specimen La 7, as=received condition? cylinder 11.4 mm. x 4.2 mm. 

S3 I 
II 

III 

Specimen La 6, 

S3 I 
II 

III 
IV 
v 

cylinder 12.3 mm. 

0.26 

0.26 

0.09 

0.25 

X 4.1 lDffiop 

0.45 

0.3 
0.21 

heat 

,;>0.16 
a 

ca. 0.3 

treated 4 days at 

a 
0.20 

a 
0.20 

a 

Midpoint of Transition 
Gas Therm. R. Therm....£. 

mm. Hg °K ohms 

350° c 

85 
86 
85 
84 
86 

3.06 
3.06 
3.14 

3.17 
3.22 
3·17 
3.12 
3.22 

1068.l')b 
1068.24 
1068.21 

1068.03c 
1068.19 
1068,03 
1068 011 
1068.22 

~~ 

a) Complete transition not covered. 
b ) Helium boiline point = 4.19° K, R ~ 1069 .J7 ohms. 
c) Helium boiling point= 4.19° K, R ~ 1069.20 ohms. 
d) Gas thermometer refilled prior to Run 12. 

18 
(!) 

0 
::Y 
~ 
1--'• 
0 
il? 
1---' 

~ 
0 

C'__:. 

(1), 

0 
rr 

~ 
0 

1---' 
1---' 
m 
i 

1---' 
OJ 



i 
VI 
0 
i 

TABLE IX 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF LANTHANUM (SPEDDING SAMPLE) 

Coil 'Harming Cooling Transition Midpoint of Transition 
Used Serie~ Rate Rate Range, Ll T Gas Therm. R. Therm. 

deg.fmin. deg.fmin. deg. mm. Hg OK ohms 

Specimen La lS, as-received condition, cylinder 9.8 mm. x 4.4 rom. 

12 s4 I 0.16 >0.17a 138.5 5.23 1070.43b 
II 0.12 ;>0.15a 138·5 5.23 1070.42 

III 0.22 0.25 5·15 1070.a7 
IV 0.14 0.17 139 5.26 1070. 2 
v 0.62 a 1070.33 

VI 0.20 ;>0.13a 138.5 5.23 1070.41 
VII 0.16 ;>0.16a 137 ·5 5.17 1070.35 

B. Specimen La 2S, cylinder 9 • 9 mm. x4.4mn., heat treated 4 days at 350° c 

13 84 I 0.25 > o.43a 139 5.26 1070.39c 
II 0.25 >O .49a 137·5 5.18 1070.33 

III o.o9 0.76 14o.5 5·33 1070.38 
IV 0.19 0.85 1070 .4o 
v 0.15 0.64 1070.40 

VI 0.16 0.57 1070.34 

a) Complete transition not covered. 
b) Helium boiling point~ 4.19° K, B"" 1069.37 ohms. 
c) Heli~ boiling point= 4.20°=K~·~R~~~1~0~6~g~.~~~·~o~~~s~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ 
0 . 

c:_,, 

<D 
Q 

cT 

~ 
0 
0 

I--' 
I--' 
()) 

i 
I--' 
co 



Run 

A. 

3 

B. 

i 9 CN 
I--' 
i 

a) 
b) 

TAI!LE X 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF LANTHANUM (HILGER LAB. NO. 7259) 

Coil 
Used Series 

Warming 
Rate 

deg./min. 

Cooling 
Rate 

deg./min. 

Transition 
Range, /J. T 

deg. 

Midpoint of Transition 
Gas Therm. R. Therm. 

OK ohms 

Specimen La 3, as=received state; roughly rectangular piece 1+ x 11.5 x 2.6 m::n. 

s4 

Specimen La 3, heat treated 4 days at 350° C 

53 I 
v 

VI 

ca. 0.1 

0.07 
0.14 
0.13 

In this same Run Specimen La 2 showed transition at 4.9o K. 
Helium boiling point = 4.19° K, R ~ 1069.29 ohms. 

136 
136 
137 

1070.63 
1070.68 
1070.66b 

z 
0 

(!) 
() 

cT 

I--' 
I--' 
(J) 

i 
I--' 
CD 



TABLE XI 

SUPERCONIXJCTIVITY OF L!NTAHNUM (COOPER NO. 1) POWDERa 

Coil Warming Cooling Transition Midpoint of Transition 
Run 

A. 

13 

Used Series 

Specimen La 4F, 

I 
II 

III 

Rate Rate 
deg.fmin. deg./min. 

filings, occupying cylindrical 

0.17 
0.15 

R5!E:ge 1 d T 
deg. 

volume 12 mm. 

Gas Therm. 
mm. Hg 

x 5 mrn. 

108 
108 
107.5 

B. Specimen La 4F, filings, after heat treatment for 4 days at 350° C 

14 S3 I 
II 

a) Prepared from bulk lanthanum by filing under dry helium gas. 
b) Helium boiling point Zil 4.20° K, R ~ 1069.41 ohms. 
c) Complete transition mt covered. 
d) Helium boiling point ~ 4.190 K, R ~ 1069.37 

139·5 
139 

OK 
R. The~ 

ohms 

1070.37d 
1070.38 

2: 
0 

>-cJ 
1-;j 
0 

L.., 
(1) 

(";) 

ct-

z 
0 

I-' 
I-' 
()) 

I 
I-' 
co 



i 
~ 
~ 
g 

TABLE XII 

SUMMARY OF DATA ON SUPERCONDUCTING TRANSITION FOR VARIOUS LANTHANUM SAMPLES 

Sources of 
Lanthanum 

Cooper No. 1 

Coo:per No. 2 

S:pedding 

Hilger 

Specimen 
]!_signation 

La 2 
La 1 
La 4F 

La 6 
La 7 

La lS 
La 2S 

La 3 

As~received Condition After Heat Treatment 
Transition 'transition Transition Transition 
Temperature Range Temperature Range 

5-05 0.15 
5.0 Oa1 
3o9 0.3 

0.2 
3.1 0.3 

5.25 0.2 

4.6 ca. 0.1 0.1 

z: 
0 

CD 
0 
c1" 

:z: 
0 

I-' 
I--' 
(j) 

I 
I-' 
m 



4.0 . 
s 
0 

.. 
s::: 
0 

oM 
+l 3 . 0 
() 

CD 
r-1 
t'H 
(I) 

'0 

~ 
Q) 

~ 2.0 
Q) 

s 
0 
s::: 
aJ 
> 
r-i 
aJ 
0 1.0 

0 

4.40 4 . 60 4.80 

0 

5 . 00 

Temperature, °K 

LttNTHANU , Cooper Ho . 1 

As received, Specimen La 2, 
Run o. 12 

0 - Series I , II , III, 
war ing 

~ -Series IV, cooling 

-o 0 

5 . 20 5 . 40 5.60 

Figu e 2. Superconducting ransition of Lanthanum 

I -
II 



5 . 0 

LANTITAUUN. , Cooper No . 1 
'f. 

4 . 0 ~~~ Heat treated 4 days at 350° c. 
Specimen La 1 , Run No . 9 

• s )( - Series I , 'fl.artn 1 g (.) 

.. 
5 . 0 0 0 - Series II, arming 

0 
~ 
+:1 

-- - Series III , warming (.) 
Q) 

~ 
~ 2.0 «> 
'0 

H 0 Q) 

~ 
Cl) 

E 1 . 0 0 
~ 
r;t! 
:> 

0 " r-1 
g:J 

Cl 
0 

-l.O 
4 . 80 5.00 5 . 20 5.40 5 . 60 5 . 80 6 . 00 

Temperature , °K 

Figure 3 . Superconducting Transition of Lanthanum 



2. 5 

UNTIIA.'TUM, Cooper No . 2 

2 . 0 As r eceived , Specimen La '1 
• Run t 0. 12 E 

0 .. ')( - Series I , cool ng 
a .......g 

....-1 1.5 ~ 0 - Series II , warming 
4-) Q' 0 
C) )I:Q() Q - Series III, arming rl 
~ 

Q) 

"0 1 . 0 

"" G) 

~ 
Q) 

s 
0 
d 0 . 5 Ill 
> 
rl 
co 
0 

0 0 

0 
Q 

-O o5 
2 . 60 2 . 80 3. 00 3.20 3,4 3.60 ;; . 80 

Temperature, OK 

Figure 4 . Supei'Cond cting T1·ansition of LAnthanum 



3.0 

LA TRANUM, Cooper No . 2 

2.5 Heat treated for 4 days at 3500 c. 
Specimen La 6 , Run No . 11 

-0 )< 

. 0 - eries I , cooling 
J5 
0 2 . 0 

~-.. Series II, Ytarming 
c 
0 X Series III , cooling 

....-! 

.,j..J 

0 
<D 1.5 rl 

(,..; 
G) 

'U 

~ 
CD 

4-l 1 . 0 
G) 

s 
0 
c: 
Cl! 
> 

r-1 
0 . 5 OJ 

0 

0 

-0 . 5 ------------~----------~------------~----------~------------~----------~ 
2 . 60 2.80 3 . 00 3.20 3 . 40 3 . 60 3.80 

Temperature, °K 

F i gure 5. Suptrconduct ng Tr nsitlon of Lanthanum 
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\ 
X 

0 \ LANTHANUM , Spedding )(. 

\ As re ceived , Specimen La lS 
2.0 0 0 )(. Run No. 12 

0 \ X - Series I , II , IV , VI , 0 iVBrming 
0 0 )(){ 

• 0 o\ 0 - Seri es a III , V, VII, 
0 

1.5 c ooling .. 
d 
0 -1. •rf 
+J "f. C) 

al 
..--i 
r.-. 

1. 0 \ 
y;y. 

Q) 

"0 

\ H 
Q) 

+> 

~ 
"f. 

Q) 

a 
0 
I:: 0.5 'f. "AX co 
> 

..--i 
en 
0 

0 

-0.5 
4.60 4.80 s.oo 5.20 5 . 40 5 . 60 5.80 

Temperature, oK 

~igure 6 . Superconducting TrAnsition of anthanum 
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d 

0.5 

0 

4.60 

X}t 

4.80 

0 

5.00 5.20 

I.ANTHA~mM, Spedding 

Heat treated 4 days at 350° C. 
Specimen La 2S, Run No. 13 

X- Series II , IV , II , warming 

0- Series III , V, cooling 

X X. 

5.40 

0~ 
)<.. X'\_ 

' '\ 

5.60 

\ 
\ 

Temperature, °K 

Figure 7. Supcrconduct np, TPansition of Lanthanum 
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LA_TTFIA L'iTJY., ilger 

Heat trea t ed 4 ays at 350° c. 
2 .0 Spe c ime La 3 , Run No. 9 

• 000 000000 E )( - Ser i es v, arming 0 )( 0 .. "~• xel;x,
0 

d 1.5 0 - Ser i es I, \:arming 
0 

· r-4 
+I 
0 
CD 

~ 
rl 
10-1 

CD 1.0 'U 

~ 
CD )i( 

+I \ 
II> 0 a 
0 0. 5 q c 
co 
> 
rl )( 

Ci1 D 
0 ¥z 00 0 

){X 

- 0 . 5 
4 .80 5. 00 5 . 20 5 . 40 5 . 60 5 . 8 0 6 . 0 

Temperature , OK 

Figure 8 . Supercondu t . Tr· ns 1 t ior of Lanthanum 
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LAlJTTifdlUl~' FILINGS, Cooper ~o. 1 

2.0 

. 
t, -x- x-x-o-

As received Specimen La 4F, Run No. 13 

X. - Series I, cooling 

.. 
c 1.5 
0 . ~ 

-4-l 
(.) 

Q) 

r--i 
c_ 
Ill l.O 
"0 

~ 
C) 
+J 
Q) 

~ 
0 0 . 5 
c 
as 
:;:. 

....-l 
al 
0 

0 

-0 . 5 
3.40 

0 - Series II, cooling 

~ - Series III , warming 

x --x --o-x-cr 

3.60 .so 4.00 4 . 20 4 .40 4 . 60 

Temperature , ° K 

Figure 9. Superconducting Tra sit on i Lantha n m Fil ings 



2. 0 

LANTHANU!~ FILL 
' 

Coope r No . 1 
0 0 

Heat r ea ted 4 dll s a t 350° c .. 
1. 5 0 Specimen a 4F , ~u No. 14 . 

J:l 
(.) o- Series I , cooling 

... 
r::: 

1-- Series I I , cooii g 0 
•--l 
+> 
(.) 1 . 0 Q) 

.-I 
~ 

t (!) 

'0 

1:-. 
Q) 

.j.J 

D 0 . 5 X s 
0 
d 
<U 
I> 

.-I 
a;l 
Cl 

0 

0 ~~-JC-X-Qx-~o-

- 0.5 

4 . 60 4.80 5.00 5 . 20 5 . 40 5 . 60 5 . 80 

Temperature , °K 

Figure 10. SlJpe rconduct n g Tr•ans it ion of Lanthanum Fil ings 
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although the heat-treated Spedding sample exhibited a transition 

range of 0.6 to 0.8°. W~rming and cooling rates of 0.1 to 0.25 

degree per minute were ordinarily used. 

Hexagonal Close-Packed ~) Lanthanum 

As was pointed out in Part I of this paper, filings taken 

from the four lanthanum samples in the as-received condition 

all exhibited the hexagonal close-packed structure. It has 

been assumed, therefore, that the bulk samples also have the 

hexagonal close-packed structure. Reference to T~: ble XII shows 

that there is considerable variation in the transition tempera

tures of these samp les. It is believed that these differences 

are probably due to differences in purity rather than strain. 

This is certainly true in the case of the Cooper No. l and 

Cooper No. 2 samples, as heat treatment at 3500 C for four days 

changed the transition temperature of specimens of these samples 

only slightly (Figures 2 and 3). 

The effect of strains on the transition temperature seems 

evident from the fact that the filings (specimen La 4F') taken 

from the Cooper No. l sample in the as-received condition ex

hibited a transition into superconductivity at 3.9° K (Figure 

9), whereas the bulk specimens (La land La 2) exhibited a 

transition at 5.oo K. After heat treatment the transition 

temperature of the filings was raised to 5.20 K (Figure 10), 

identical with that found for the bulk specimen (La l) after 

heat treatment. 

Face-Centered Cubic Lanthanum 

The difficulties encountered in converting lanthanum from 
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the hexagonal close-packed to the face-centered cubic stnJcture 

have been discussed in considerable detail in Part I of this 

paper. It was pointed out that the con vers icn of lanthanum 

filings from the hexagonal close-packed to the face-centered 

cubic structure was readily accomplished by heating the filings 

for four days at 3500 C. Furthermore~ once the filings were 

in the f.c.c. strn cture the reconversion to the l1oc. p . struc ·· 

ture took place very slowly. Cooling the filings to liquid 

helium temperatures did not bring about this reconversion in 

the course of a typical cryogenic experiment. 

On the other hand, filings taken frorr, bulk lanthanum speci

mens (for instance, La 1, La 3, La 6, La 2S) after beat treat

ment under identical conditions always exhibited primarily the 

h.c.p. structure, with only an occasional small amount of the 

f.c.c. structure. 

In order to determine whetber the f.c.c. modification of 

lanthanum is a superconductor, specimen La 4F', consisting of 

filings obtained from the Cooper No. l sample, was heat treated 

for four days at 3500 C to convert it to the f.c.c. modifica 

tionJ and then e x amined for superconductivity. The filings were 

found to exhibit a transition into superconductivity at 5.2o. 

Figure 10 shows the transition curve obtained. X-ray examina

tion sbov,ed that the filings had prinorily the f .c.c. ~3tructure 

vdth a small amount of h.c.p. structure both before and after 

the low temperature exp eriment. 

The magnitude of the galvanometer deflection observed ~hen 
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the filings became superconducting wBs ve ::y nearly the S"lme as 

that obtained when bulk specimens of ap proximately the same 

mass ere stu.died vvith the same c11rrent i n th_e prirna r y c Tt1is 

suggests that the major portion of the filings became super-

conducting. It would appear, therefore, that the face-centered 

cubic modification of lanthanum is a superconductor.a 
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a) At the NR Cryog enics Confere nc e he l d At Be r ke le y , Cal i for n ia, 
in February, 194 9 , it was tentatively reporte d b . u s t ha t 
the r. c .c. modifi c a t ion was not a supe r con du ct o r down to 
20 K. The exn erimental basis f or t h is c on c l us i o n has be e n 
di scuss ed in ~no the r p lace.24 j 25 Br i e l y $ it consisted i n 
the fact thnt bulk s pe cimens La l ( Coo per No . 1 ) a nd La 3 
( Hilger), which had b e e h ea t tr e.- t e d i n s ealed c a p sules 
containing hel i um f or 4 days a t 3500 C in a h i g:h vacuum. 
furnsce, ·were subjected to test s for s up er co ndu c t ivity wi th
~ r e o p e n ing o Th es e s p ecimens ex h i b it e d no trans ition int 
s uperc onductivity d ow n to 20 K " Th e s ,....ucture of the bulk 
s p ecimen was inferred to be foCoCo f rom t he fac t that f il
inp~ s h e at tre a t ed s i multaneo usly Vli t h the bulk s p ec i m"n b a d 
thi s s t ruc ture. Late r experiments 'Aith hese sl'lme spec i mens 
s u c gested t h at the f a ilur e to observe s u percond c t i vity had 
ar i s en b e c au s e of t h e los s of he l ium f rom the capsul es during 
h ea t tre a t m n t, wi t h re s ultant oor h eat t r a n sfer o Mea sure ~ 
me nt s of the r8 t e of diffus ion of h elium through pyr ex glas s 
i n di c ated that sufficient h el ium might h a v e b een l ost duri n g 
hea t t r ea t m nt t o g ive ri se t o tber t a l n one q1ilibr i um o 
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STJ& MARY 

Four different samples of lanthannm metal ha ve been e.x~ 

amined for superconductivity, both in the as-re ceived stat e a n d 

after heat treatment at 3500 C for four days" X-ray exam i na

tion of filings taken from all four s am les, both before and 

after heat treatment, showed that the filings had the hexag-

onal close-p~:1cked structure. It was found tha t bulk specimen 

cut from the f'our sarr:ples exhibited a transition i n to sup erc on

ductivity at 5.0 (Cooper No. l), 5.25 ( Spedding), 4.6 (Htlge r ) 9 

nnd 3.2o K (Cooper No.2), respectively, before heat treatme nt, 

~here as after her:c1 t trea trnent the transition tempe rature was 

5.2, 5.3 9 5.45 and .1° K, respectively. Filing s taken from 

one of the s amples ( Cooper No. l) in the as- re c eive d s t at e 

were found to exhibit a transition into supercon duct ivi t y at 

5.2o after heat treatment for four d ays at 350° C. X- r a y 

e xamination of the filings both before an( after t he low tem

perature experiment showed that they h9ve p rimarily the face

centered cubic structure, with only a small amount of hexagonal 

close-packed structure being present. 

On the basis of t hese ex p eriments it has be e n tentative l y 

oonc liJ.ded that both t h e hexagonal close-p8 c ked a~J.d face -centered 

cubic modifice.tions of lanthanum exb.ibit supercon ductivity at 

about 5.2o K. 
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SUMMARY 

A number of metal carbides, borides, nitrides, and a hy-

dride, in the form of powders, have been examined for super

conductivity down to 1.8° K using a magnetic method. 10 The 

substances tested included TiC, VC, ZrC, TaG, WC, ZrB2, NbB2 , 

TaB2 , ~ffi, MoB, TiBx, ThB2 , LaN, CeN, NbN, and LaH2 •45 • All 

specimens were characterized by X-ray diffraction methods and, 

in most instances, by chemical analysis. Of these substances 

only NbN gave evidence for superconductivity. The results for 

NbN are in general agreement with the work of others.l,4,10,24 

The results for TiC and VC are in agreement with those found 

by Meissner et ai.,l8,21 who used an electrical resistance 

method, while those for TaB2 and CbB2 are in agreement with 

observations recently reported by Hulm and Matthias 13 using 

a magnetic method. On the other hand, ZrC, TaG, WC, MoB and 

zirconium boride had previously been reported to exhibit super

conductivity above lo8o K.l3,18,21 

Particle size measurements were made on the carbide and 

boride powders. The particles were large enough that magnetic 

field penetration effects should cause no difficulty, if a 

penetration depth of 1 x lo-5 em, observed for pure metals, 

is assumed to apply to the present compounds. 

The failure to observe superconductivity in the substances 

ZrC, TaG, WC, MoB and zirconium boride in the present study is 

discussed in terms of a postulated physical distribution of 

superconducting impurities of undetermined composition which 

are assumed to account for the superconductivity observed in 

these compounds by other investigators. 
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STUDIES OF COMPOUNDS FOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY::-

INTRODUCTION 

The occurrence of superconductivity in binary compounds 

containing a metal and a nonmetal has been known for more than 

20 years as a result of the extensive work of Meissner and his 

co-workers.l8,20,21 Most of the compounds found to exhibit 

the effect are binary compounds between superconducting metals 

and boron, carbon, or nitrogen. On the other hand, the carbides 

of tungsten and the carbides, a boride of molybdenum, and two 

nitrides of molybdenum also show superconducting behavior, even 

though the pure metals do not become superconducting at the 

lowest temperatures tried ( ( 1° K). 

A survey of the literature has shown that, in almost all 

instances, the occurrence of superconductivity in compounds 

has been observed by studying the change of electrical resist-

ance with temperature. In all instances in which the effect 

was observed by this means, the electrical resistance of the 

substance was found to decrease with temperature from room 

temperature to the transition temperature in the manner char

acteristic of metals.33 

The difficulty of preparing these substances as simple 

stoichiometric compounds has presented the possibility that 

the observed superconductivity may arise from superconducting 

filaments (either of the parent metal or a compound} present 

in the specimen rather than from the bulk specimen itself. 

*A report of this work was presented in less detail by W. T. 
Ziegler at the Oxford Conference on Low Temperature Physics, 
held at Oxford, England, August 22-28, 1951. 
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This doubt has suggested the re-examination of these substances 

by means of magnetic methods, since, as Shoenberg has pointed 

out,3l these methods should yield information concerning the 

behavior of the entire volume of the specimen, rather than of 

possible superconducting filaments. 

Relatively little work has been published on the magnetic 

transition into superconductivity in compounds and metals which 

are difficult to purify. Shoenberg30 has examined titanium 

by an a.c. magnetic induction method and reported it not to 

be a superconductor down to 1.0° K, whereas electrical resist

ance measurements by Meissner and others1 9 , 20 had shown that 

superconductivity set in below about lo8° K. A similar anomaly 

has been reported by Shoenberg for uranium.3l 

Recently Hudson, 11 using a magnetic induction method, has 

reported that Mo 2 c was not superconducting down to 1.3° K, 

whereas Meissner and Franzl8 had reported an extended electri

cal transition into superconductivity in the range 2.5o to 

3.1° K. Darby et al.6 have reported PbS, PbSe, and PbTe to 

become superconductors below 5° K using both electrical resist

ance and magnetic induction methods. Hudson,ll on the other 

hand, also using a magnetic induction method, was unable to 

confirm their results for PbTe and PbS. 

Studies are now in progress in our laboratory to re-examine 

by a magnetic induction method a number of compounds previous

ly found to be superconducting by the electrical resistance 

methode A number of compounds not previously tested for super

conductivity are also being studied. 
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The present paper deals with the results of studies made 

during the past year on 16 metal carbides, borides, nitrides, 

and a hydride. The compounds studied were~~: TiC, VC, ZrC, 

WC, 'EaC, ZrB2 , NbB2 , TaB2 , Vm, MoB, ThB2 , TiBx, LaN, CeN, NbN, 

and LaH2 • 45 • Of these substances only NbN exhibited supercon

ductivity above the lowest temperature used, about 1.8° K. 

All materials were in the form of rather fine powders. 

They were examined by X-ray powder diffraction techniques us-

ing copper Ka radiation. The photographs so obtained were 

analysed with the aid of published data. Partial chemical 

analyses were also available for all compounds. Particle size 

measurements were made on the carbide and boride powders. A 

detailed description of the materials and the method used, to-

gether with a discussion of the results obtained follows. 

DESCRIPTION OF COMPOUNDS 

A. Metal Carbides 

The carbides were obtained through the courtesy of Dr. 

F. H. Horn, Research Laboratory, General Electric Company. 

They were prepared by the Carboloy Company, Inc., which pro-

vided the analyses shown in Table I. In each instance the 

value of x in the formula MCx has been calculated from the 

principal metal content and the "combined carbon" (_i.~., total 

carbon minus free carbon). Where only the carbon content was 

given, the remainder was taken to be the metal. 

- - - - -
~~The formulas used are descriptive rather than exact in that 

they do not, in general, show the exact chemical composition. 
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TABLE I 

CH:EriUCAL ANALYSIS OF CARBIDES 

Carbide Total Free Calculated x 
Powder Carbon Carbon Metal Others in MCx 

f%) (%) (%) (%) 

TiC 19.03 0.22 79.01 0.57 Fe 0.948 
ZrC 10.32 0.34 88.10 0.83 Ta, Nb 0.860 
vc 16.18 0.13 82.8 0.820 
we 6.07 0.01 0.989 
TaG b.32 0.23 0.980 

Table II summarizes the X-ray diffraction results ob-

tained. A more detailed discussion of each carbide is given 

below. 

TABLE II 

COMPOSITION OF CARBIDES 

X-ra;y Diffraction Anal;ysis 
Calculated Major Minor Not 

Metal X in MCx Constituent Constituent Identifiedb 

Ti taniura 0.948 TiC Ti (?)a 4-5 f and 
TaG ( ? ) vf lines 

Vanadium 0.820 vc v Several m, 
15 f lines 

Zirconium 0.860 ZrC Cb and/or Ta Several m, 
Zr ( ? ) 15-20 f and 

vf lines 

Tantalum 0.980 TaG None No lines 

Tungsten 0.989 VIC None iden- About 20 vf 
tified. to vvf lines 

(a) A question mark (?) implies a few lines corresponding to 
this structure present. 

(b) m =medium; f = faint; vf =very faint, etc. 
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From a consideration of the chemical analyses and X-ray 

diffraction results it was concluded that none of the speci

mens contained more than a trace of free metal. The tantalum 

carbide sample appeared to be essentially pure TaG. The other 

carbides all indicated the presence of small amounts of impu

rities. Both zirconium carbide and vanadium carbide deviated 

appreciably from the simple stoichiometric formu~a MC. 

a. Titanium Carbide. This material gave an excellent 

X-ray diffraction photograph with sharp lines. The major 

constituent was identified as TiC by comparison with the data 

of Norton and Mowry27 who reported TiC to have the NaCl-type 

structure with a 0 = 4.329 A. The observed value was 4.34 + 

0.01 A. The presence of a trace of Ti and TaG was also in

dicated. Four or five faint (f) and very faint (vf) lines 

could not be identified. 

b. Vanadium Carbide. This material gave a fairly good 

picture with somewhat diffuse lines. The major constituent 

was identified as VC by comparison with the data of Dawihl 

and Rix,7 who reported VC to have the NaCl-type structure with 

a 0 = 4.15 A, and the data of Norton and Mowry,27 who found an 

a 0 of 4.169 A. The observed value was 4.17 +0.01 A. A trace 

of vanadium metal was found. Several medium (m) and about 15 

f lines were not identified. 

c. Zirconium Carbide. This material gave an excellent 

picture with sharp lines. The major constituent was identi

fied as ZrC by comparison with the data of Norton and Mowry27 

-5-
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who reported ZrC to have the NaCl-type structure with a 0 = 
4.689 A. The observed value was 4.70 ±0.01 A. A trace of 

niobium and/or tantalum metal was also present. The presence 

of a trace of zirconium metal was questionable. A small amount 

of a ZrC-like structure with an a 0 about 0.01 A smaller was 

also noted. Several m, 15-20 f and vf lines were not identi-

fiedo 

d. Tantalum Carbide. This material gave a good picture 

though all lines were somewhat diffuse, indicating small par

ticle size. The major constituent was identified as TaG by 

comparison with the data of Norton and Mowry27 who reported 

TaG to have the NaCl-type structure with a 0 = 4.457 A. The 

observed value was 4.46 ±0.01 A. No extraneous lines were 

present. 

e. Tungsten Carbide. This material gave an excellent 

picture with very sharp lines. The major constituent was 

identified as WC by comparison with the data of Becker2 who 

reported we to have a hexagonal structure with a = 2.94 A. 

and c = 2o86 A. No evidence for the presence of tungsten 

metal or w2c was found. About 20 vf and vvf lines were not 

··identified. 

B. Metal Borides 

The metal borides, obtained from Cooper Metallurgical 

Associates, Cleveland, Ohio, were made by direct combination 

at high temperatures between the powdered metal and elemental 

boron, both of high purity. All specimens were rather finely 
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divided dark gray pov1ders. Table III summarizes the results 

of the chemical and X-ray diffraction analyses. The chemical 

analyses were supplied with the specimens. A more detailed 

description of each boride is given below: 

TABLE III 

COMPOSITION OF BORIDES 

X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
Calc. x Major Minor Not 

l\Ietal Boron 
( %_) 

in MBx Constituent Constituent Identifieda 

Molybdenum lO.l3 0.99 MoB Mo2B Few f lines 
Mo 

Tungsten 5.70 1.03 WB None No lines 

'rhorium 8.71= 2.04 ThB2 (?)b Th Many f 
ThB6(?) lines 

Titanium 18.33 0.99 TiBx None 7 f lines 
X = 2-2.5 identified. 

Niobium 18.40 1.94 NbB2 Nb (trace) Many mf, f 
and vf 
lines 

Zirconium 19.76 2.35 ZrB None Few f lines 2 
identified. 

Tantalum 9.48 1.75 TaB2 None Two vf lines 
identified. 

(a) mf = medium faint; i' = faint; vf = very faint. 
(b) A question mark implies some lines believed to be due to 

this substance present. 

a. Molybdenum Boride. This material gave an X-ray dif-

fraction photograph with sharp lines which exhibited some 

spottiness. Compsrison of the "d" values from this film with 

the data given by Kiessling16 indicated that the major con-

stituent was MoB with the probable presence of traces of Mo 2B 
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and Mo. Kiessling has assigned a simple tetragonal structure 

to MoB, with a = 3.105 A and d = 16.97 1. A few faint lines 

in the observed pattern could not be identified. 

b. Tungsten Boride. This material gave an X-ray dif-

fraction pattern in which all the lines agreed with Kiessling's 

datal6 for WB. Kiessling assigned a tetragonal structure to 

WB with a = 3oll5 A and c = 16.93 A. The lines were sharp and 

showed about the same spottiness as for the molybdenum boride. 

c. Thorium Boride. The boride analysis supplied with 

this material corresponded to the formula ThB2 •04 • The dif

fraction pattern from this material contained 69 lines. Of 

these the 19 strongest lines could be assigned to a face-cen

tered cubic structure having an a 0 of 5.58 +0.01 A. A trace 

of thorium metal was present. Of the remaining lines a few 

were medium faint, the rest being faint or weaker. Many of 

these remaining lines could be accounted for by the presence 

of a small amount of ThB6, using the lattice parameter (a 0 = 
4.32 A} given by Stackelberg and Neumann.32 However, several 

of the lines expected to be strongest (as judged by crn~arison 

with the published data32 for CaB6} were absent. 

Thorium metal has a face-centered cubic lattice"~ith a 0 
0 = 5.074 A. The unidentified face-centered cubic structure 

mentioned above may represent the structure of ThB2, in 

which the thorium metal atom lattice has undergone an expansion 

from a 0 = 5.074 A to 5.58 1 because of the introduction of 

boron. 
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d. Titanium Boride. The X-ray diffraction pattern of 

this material was compared with the very detailed study of 

Ehrlich8 who investigated the structure of the TiBx system 

~ > over the range 0 - x = 3. Detailed comparison of the 23 lines 

obtained for this material with the work of Ehrlich indicated 

that the strongest lines corresponded very closely with the 

pattern given by Ehrlich for TiBx where x ranges from 2 to 2.5, 

1.vith a somewhat less satisfactory fit for x over the entire 

range 1 to 2c5. This latter assignment leaves seven faint 

lines unidentified" There was no evidence for free titanium. 

These results suggest that the chemical analysis may be in 

error since it yields the formula TiB0 . 99 • 

eo Niobium Boride. The X-ray diffraction pattern given 

by this material contained 71 lines of which 39 were medium 

faint or stronger. Comparison with the data of Norton~ al.28 

for the diboride, NbB2 , showed that this substance was the 

major constituent~ which is in good agreement with the formula 

NbB1 . 94 assigned from chemical analysis. These investigators 

reported NbB2 to have a hexagonal structure with a = 3.086 1 

and c = 3.306 1. A trace of niobium was also present. One 

ms, several mf, and 30-40 f, vf to vvf lines could not be 

identified. 

f. Zirconium Boride. Comparison of the diffraction 

pattern given by this material with the data of Norton et ~.28 

for ZrB2 showed that the major constituent was ZrB2 • These 

investigators reported ZrB2 to have a hexagonal structure 
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with a = 3.170 A and c = 3~533 A. No free zirconium was found. 

A few faint and diffuse lines remained unidentified. 

g. Tantalum Boride. Comparison of the diffraction pat

tern given by this material with the data of Norton et a1. 28 

for TaB2 showed that all except two vf lines could be as

signed to the diboride. These investigators reported TaB2 to 

have a hexagonal structure with a = 3.088 A and c = 3.241 A. 

C. Metal Nitrides 

a. Lanthanum and Cerium Nitrideso These nitrides were 

made by direct combination at 800~900° C between the rare-earth 

metal filings and nitrogen gas at one atmosphere pressure. 

This method differed from that previously used by Muthmann and 

Kraft,25 Neumann 9 Kroger and Kunz, 26 and Iandelli and Botti14 

in that the nitrogen absorption could be measured volumetrical-

ly, as well as gravimetricallyo All operations were carried 

out in a dry, inert (nitrogen or helium) atmosphere to prevent 

reaction with air or moisture. 

The lanthanum nitride samples were prepared using lan

thanum metal obtained from two sources. One of the lanthanum 

samples, designated as "Cooper Noo 2," was obtained from 

Cooper Metallurgical Associates, Cleveland, Ohio, which also 

supplied the cerium metalo The second, designated as nspedding," 

was obtained through the courtesy of Dr. F. H. Spedding, Iowa 

State College, Ames, Iowa. 

The "Cooper Noo 2 11 lanthanum was analysed by spectrographic, 

spectrophotometric, chemical, and ion exchange techniques. The 
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results of these analyses gave: La, 94.8%; Ce, 1.1%; Pr, 0.2%; 

Hd, 0.4}b; other rare earths, 0.21~; Si, 0.7~S (estimated); Pe, 

0.8% (estimated); carbon and others, present; total accounted 

for 98.2%o On the basis of the overall analysis the total 

rare earth content, calculated as lanthanum, has been taken 

as 97ib. 

Spectrographic analysis of the "Speddingn lanthanum showed 

that it contained 0.137~ Be, 0.1% Ivig and traces (estimated to 

be a few hundredths of one per cent each) of calcium, alumim.L.'11, 

and iron. The sample appeared to be free of other rare earths. 

The total rare earth content, expressed as lanthanum, was 

found by direct precipitation as oxalate under carefully con

trolled conditions to be 97.3%. This low result may arise 

from the presence of carbon or dissolved gases such as oxygen. 

In view of the presumed high purity of this material the lan

thanum content has been taken s omevvhat arbitrarily to be 100%. 

The Cooper cerium metal was analysed by the same general 

techniques used for lanthanum. These analyses gave: Ce, 92.2%; 

La, none; Pr, 0.4%; Nd, 0.6%; other rare earths, none; Si, 0.3%; 

Fe, 2.5%; carbon and others, present; total accounted for, 96.o%. 

The total rare earth content, calculated as cerium, was found 

by direct precipitation as oxalate to be 94.9%. On the basis 

of all facts concerning the analyses, the total rare earth 

content, expressed as cerium, has been taken to be 95%. 

A summary of the details of preparation of the nitrides 

is given in Table IV. The two lanthanum nitrides were black 

free-flowing powders, which appeared to be homogeneous. The 

( < 
formula of these products was LaNx, 0.91 = x = 0.99, where the 
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value of x depended somewhat upon whether the volumetric or 

the gravimetric measurement was used in the calculation. 

;,:ruthmann and Kraft25 and Neumann et al. 26 had observed 

.( < 
x = 1 +0.08 and 0.824 = x = 0.830, respectively. 

TABLE IV 

NITRIDATION OF LANTHANUM AND CERIUM METALS 

Metal X in LaNxa 
Expt. Filings IJVelgh~---vor.;- Experimental 

Conditionsb No. Metal Weight Increase Meas. 
( g ) 

26 Lanthanum 0.42 40 0.99 0.95 20 hours at 
(Cooper No. 2) 920° 

29 Lanthanum 0.5626 0.97 0. 91 20 hours at 
(Spedding) 9200 

30 Cerium 0.8290 0.86 0.86 1.5 hours at 
(Coop er No. 1) 700°, 18 

hours at 800° 

(a) The value of x was c alculated on the assumption that the 
original metal samples h a d the following purities: 
Coo,pe r No. 2, 979; La; Spe dding , 100% La, Cooper No. 1, 
95):;; Ce. 

(b) Temper a tures in °C. Nitrogen pressure, 1 atm. 

The cerium nitride v; as a reddish brown powder with a 

faint luster. It had the f ormula CeNx, x = 0.86. Muthmann 

and Kraft25 found an x of 0 . 09 8S ·an average of nine experi

ments; Neumann et al.26 reported thst x varied from 0.71 to 

0 . 87. 

Powder X-ray d iffraction studies of the lanthanum nitride 

products showed no significan t difference between them. The 

structure was found to be of the NaCl-type with a 0 = 5.284 +0 .004 

kx-units, in a greement with t h e observations of Iandelli and 
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Bottil4 who reported the same structure with a 0 = 5.27 kx

units. Since the nitride has the same lattice and lattice 

Parameter as face-centered cubic lanthanum metal with a -0 -

5.285 ±0.005 kx-units, it was impossible to determine whether 

or not any unreacted lanthanum was present in the products. 

The cerium nitride also exhibited a face-centered cubic 

lattice with a 0 = 5.014 ±0.005 kx-units. All lines observed 

could be assigned to this structure. Iandelli and Bottil4 

have reported CeN to have the NaCl-type structure with a 0 = 
5.01 kx-units. 

b. Niobium Nitride. This material was supplied by Dr. 

F. H. Horn, Research Laboratory, General Electric Company, 

Schenectady, New York, as part of a cooperative study on Nb

Ta alloys and their nitrides. The nitride was prepared by 

heating niobium metal powder for 4 to 4-1/2 hours at 15ooo C 

in pure dry nitrogen. The metal was obtained from Fansteel 

Metallurgical Corporation; it was stated to be 99.9% pure. 

The nitride was in the form of a coarse gray powder. 

X-ray examination of the nitride showed it to be pri

marily NbN with a 0 = 4.37 +0.01 kx-units. 10 A trace of Nb 

and/or Ta metal appeared to be present. A large number of f 

to vvf lines could not be identified. These lines did not 

fit the pattern for Nb2N reported by Brauer.3 

D. Lanthanum Hydride 

The lanthanum hydride was prepared by direct combina

tion between lanthanum metal filings (Cooper No. 3) and pure 

dry hydrogen gas at 210-250° C. The lanthanum metal had a 

-13-
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composition very similar to that reported for the Cooper No. 

2 specimen. On the basis of the overall analysis the total 

rare earth content, calculated as lanthanum, was taken to be 

97%. The apparatus used was the same as in the preparation 

of the rare earth nitrides. 

The products were black friable powders. They were 

handled at all times so as to prevent contact with moisture 

and air. The details of the preparations are shown in Table 

V. The resulting products had a composition corresponding 

approximately to LaH2 • 45 o Muthmann and Kraft25 and Rossi,29 

using a similar method, have reported similar products having 

the approximate formulas LaH3 and LaH
2

.
4

, respectively. 

Powder X-ray diffraction photographs gave a pattern cor

responding to a f.c.c. lattice with a 0 = 5.625 +0.007 kx-units, 

which is in good agreement with the value of 5.62-3 kx-units 

reported by Rossi.29 The lines were somewhat diffuse. The 

pattern of f.c.c. lanthanum (a0 = 5.285 kx-units) was not 

observed in these products. 

TABLE V 

PREPARATION OF LANTHANUM HYDRIDE 

X iri LaH b X 
Expt. Weight of La 1,11 gt. Vol. Experimental 

No. Metal (g) Inc. Meas. Condit_ionsc 

37a 0.8382 2.40 2.44 Reaction started, d 2100; 
8 hours at 290° +loo. 

38 0.9721 2.66 2.47 Reaction started,d 225~ 
19-1/2 hours at 2900 
±10°. 

a This product used in superconductivity studies. 
b Calculated on basis that metal contained 97% La. 
c Temperatures in oc. Hydrogen pressure was 1 atm. 

(d) Reaction took place rapidly at this temperature. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The cryostat used differed in only minor details from one 

described by Horn and Ziegler. 10 The Simon expansion method 

was used to produce the liquid helium. From the main helium 

reservoir was ruspended the experimental chamber, into which 

helium could be condensed at will by bringing low pressure 

helium gas into contact with the main helium reservoir. The 

copper experimental chamber (Figure lA) consisted of two parts, 

an upper section to which the gas and the constantan resistance 

thermometers were attached, and a lower section in which the 

specimens to be tested for superconductivity were located. 

The temperature of the experimental chamber was measured 

by means of' a helium gas thermometer. This thermometer was 

of the type described by Mendelssohn, 22 except that helium 

pressure was measured both by a Bourdon gauge and a capillary 

mercury manometer. The thermometer was filled with helium gas 

at one atmosphere pressure while at room temperature and then 

sealed off. 

Temperatures were calculated from the helium pressure on 

the assumption that the volume of the capillary tubing (0.020 

inch i.d. copper-nickel alloy) connecting the manometer and 

gauge volu.me, Vr, at room temperature, and the volume of its 

thermometer bulb proper, Vb' was negligible. Gas imperfec

tion was taken into account by making use of the virial co

efficients given by Keesom. 15 The ratio of the two volumes, 

Vr/Vb, vvas determined by experiment at the normal boiling 

point of hydrogen, the triple point of hydrogen and at the 

normal boiling point of helium. This ratio had a value of 11.9 
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at the two hydrogen points and a value of 12.4 at the helium 

point. vb was equal to 1.6 cc 0 

The sensitivity of the gas thermometer was about 0.04° 

per mrn. Hg in the range 3 to 5° K and o.oso per mrn. Hg in the 

range 14-20° K. Readings were made to 0.5 ~~. In the range 

below about 2.6° K the gas thermometer acted as a vapor pres

sure thermometer. The vapor pressure of the liquid helium in 

the experimental chamber was also used to determine the tem

perature below 4.2° K. 

The absolute accuracy of the temperature scale is be

lieved to be about 0.050 in the range below 5° K, 0.1° in the 

range 5-70 K and 14-20° K and several tenths of a degree in 

the range between 7° and 140 K. 

A resistance thermometer 3 constructed of B and S No. 40 

constantan wire 3 also was used to follow the temperature changes 

of the experimental chamber. This thermometer had a resist

ance of 1069 ohms at 4.2° K and a dR/dT of approximately one 

ohm per degree over the range 1.8 to 20° K. Temperature 

changes of 0.01°-0.02° could be detected with this thermometer. 

The system for making the magnetic measurements consisted 

of a primary coil, wound on the lower end of the brass vacuum 

case, and four equally spaced secondary coils Sl, S2, S3, and 

S4~ wound on the outside of the experimental chamber and co

axial with the primary coil. The primary coil, constructed 

of 1117 turns of #30 AWG copper wire, was 15.1 em. long. The 

secondary coils consisted of about 3000 turns of #40 AWG cop

per wire. Each coil was 2.2 em. long. In all experiments 
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coil Sl, a co,.n·~:.:;ens8ting; coil, wo..s e.lv;ays empty, the specimens 

under test being located in coils S2, S3, and S4. 

The circuits for detecting superconductivity are shown 

in Figure lB. The expei'lmental procedure was as follows: with 

the experimental chamber at a fixed temperatui'e, coil Sl and 

another coil, for example coil 32, were connected by means of 

a suitable external switching arrangement in such a manner 

that the voltages induced in them opposed each other when the 

tap key (Kl) in the primary circuit was closed. A primary 

current of 0.27 amperes was usually used. With the tap key 

(K2} closed, the galvanometer ordinarily showed a deflection 

11vhen the pri.."TT.ary was energized. This unbalance could be re

duced to zero by suitably adjusting an external variable in

ductance, CS. With the circuit balanced and K2 closed, Kl was 

closed at 10-15 second intervals during a series of measure

ments in which the te:nperoture of the experimental chamber was 

slowly lowered (or raised); any unbalancing of the coils was 

observed as a galvanometer deflection. 

The powdered sa.:nples 1.uere generally mounted in a 7 mm. 

o.d. pyrex glass tube, p0rtly open at the top end, and were 

in direct contact with the helimn. In a few instances (TiC, 

VC, LaH2 . 45 , CeN, and LaN), the measurements were made on 

samples in pyrex capsules sealed at room temper2ture under 20 

em. Hg pressure of helium. The saYnples had weights varying 

from 0. 7 to 2. 5 gm. , and usually had a length of 20-22 tmn. 

and a diameter of 4. 5-4.9 mrn. 'l'he actual volume vJas deter

mined from the '<veight of the sample and published or estimated 

density. 
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EXPERIMENTAL nESUVI'S 

The experimental results for the various compounds tested 

are summarized in Table VI, VII, and VIII, in comparison with 

experimental work of other investigators. In these tables the 

major constituent given was that found by X-ray diffraction 

analysis. As mentioned previously, of the substances tested, 

only NbN was found to exhibit a magnetic transition into 

superconductivity above about 1.8o K, the lowest temperature 

used in these studies. Tungsten boride, thorium boride, lan-

thanum nitride and hydride, and cerium nitride had not pre-

viously been tested for superconductivity. 

The sensitivity of the magnetic detection system was 

such that the NbN specimen gave a total galvanometer deflec-

tion of 4.2 em. in passing from the normal to the supercon-

ducting state. On the basis of this and other measurements, 

it was estimated that the occurrence of superconductivity 

could have been detected in a volume corresponding to five 

to ten per cent of the volume of the samples used. 

Reference to Table VI and VII shows that the failure to 

observe superconductivity in ZrC, TaC, and ·.\'C and zirconium 

boride is in disagreement with the observations of Meissner 

et al. 18 ,21 who used the electrical resistance method. The --, 
nonappearance of superconductivity in MoB is in disagreement 

with the recent observations of Hulm and Matthias,l3 who 

found a transition at 4.4o K using a magnetic induction 

method. On the other hand, the magnetic transition observed 

for NbN is in general agreement with the results found by 
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'rABLE VI 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF METAL CARBIDES 

Transition Temp. a 
and Range 2 

OK 
Major This 

Carbide Constituent Research Lit. Method 0 Observerd 

TiC0.95 TiC (l.80)b 
1. 1° ( ? ) R Meissner(l) 

(1.31°) R Meissner(2) 

vc0.82 vc (1.8°) 
(1.33°) R Meissner(l) 

Zrco.s6 ZrC (1.8°) 
3.7o, R Meissner(2) 
3.3°-4.10 

Tac0.98 TaC (1.8°) 9.30, R r~re is sner ( 1) 
9.2°-9.4o 
7.6° - 9.50 R Meissner(2) 

wco.s9 we (1.80) 
'7, 40 R Meissner(l) v. ' 

2.50-4.00 

(a) Temperature corresponding to 50 per cent of total resist
ance change in transition. 

(b) Temperetures in po.rentheses mean substance not supercon
ducting down to this temperature. 

(c) R = electrical resistance method. 
(d) References: (l} Meissner and Franz, z. Physik 65, 30 

( 1930) 0 

(2) Meissner, Franz, and Westerhoff, ibid., 
75, 521 (1932). --
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TABLE VII 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF METAL BORIDES 

Transition Temp. 
and Range, OK 

Major 1nis 
Boride Constituent Research Lit. Methodb ObserverC 

MoB0.99 

vVB 
1.03 

r:IoB 
Hulm( 1) 

1NB 

ThB2 • 0 4 ThB2 ( ? ) ( 1 • 7 7 ° ) 

TiBo. 9s TiB
2

_
2

_
5

(?) (1.8°) 

(1.80) 
(1.27°) 
(9.50) 

(1.80) 3.1°, 
2.90-3.30 

(1.8°) 
(1.32°) 

R 

M 
R 

R 

M 

Meissner(2) 

Hulm(1) 
Aschermann(3) 

Meissner(2) 

Hulm(l) 

(a) Temperatures in parentheses mean substance not supercon
ducting down to this temperature. 

(b) R = electrical resistance method. M =magnetic induction 
method. 

(c) References: (1) Hulm and Matthias, Phy. Rev. 82, 273 
(1951). 

(2) Meissner, Franz and Westerhoff, z. Physik 
75, 521 (1932). 

(3) Aschermann, Friederich, Justi and Kramer, 
Physik Z. 42, 349 (1941). 
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TABLE VIII 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF NITRIDES AND HYDRIDE 

Compound 

NbN 

LaN0.97 
(Cooper No. 2) 

LaN0.94 
(Spedding) 

CeNo.s6 
(Cooper) 

LaH2.45 
(Cooper No. 3) 

Transition 'remp. 
and Range, °K 

This 
Research Lit. Tflethod c 

16.0°, 
14.6°-16.80 

14.7° 
13.90-15.30 
150-16.5ob 
14°-15° 
15.2°, 
13.50-16.20 

M,R 

R 
R 
M 

Observerd 

Horn(l) 

Aschermann(2) 
Milton(3) 
Cook(4) 
Cook(4) 

(a) Temperatures in parentheses mean substance not super
conducting down to this tempel'ature. 

(b) On warming only. On cooling, temperatures as high as 
23° K obtained. 

(c) M ==magnetic induction method. R == electrical resist
ance method. 

(d) References: (1) Horn, Dissertation, Johns Hopkins Univ., 
Baltimore, Md., 1942; Horn and Ziegler, 
J. Am. Chern. Soc. 69,2762 (1947). 

(2) Aschermann, Friederich, Justi and Kramer, 
Physik. Z. 42, 349 (1941}. \Vnrming curves 
only. 

( 3) M i 1 ton , C hem • Rev . 3 9 , 419 ( 19 4 6 } . 
(4} Cook, Zemansky and Boorse, Phys. Rev. 79, 

1021 ( 1950) • 
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both electrical resistance and magnetic induction meth

ods.l,4,9,10,24 

The failure to observe superconductivity in the lan

thanum nitrides and hydride is interesting since the transi

tion temperatures of the three lanthanum metal specimens had 

previously been found to be34: Cooper No. 2, 3.2°; Cooper 

No. 3, 3.5°; Spedding, 5.2°. The cerium metal from which the 

nitride was prepared was not superconducting down to 1.8° K. 

Several reasons for the failure to observe superconduc

tivity in ZrC, TaG, WC, B.nd MoB suggested themselves. One of 

these was that the apparatus vias not functioning properly, 

possibly due to thermal nonequilibrium. However, the detec

tion of superconductivity in bulk specimens of lanthanum, 

lead, and tin metals, lanthanu_m filings and powdered NbH with 

the apparatus seemed to exclude this possibility. 

The appa:natus was further checked by studying a tin pow

der which consisted of spheres having a size range of approxi

mately 15 to 50 microns. This material was obtained through 

the courtesy of Dr. M. C. Steele of the Naval Research Labora

tory, Washington, D. C. The powder was free-flowing; it had 

a yellowish appearance indicating the presence of some oxide 

on the surface of the tin particles. Tests of this powder 

gave a magnetic transition into superconductivity over the 

range 3.630 to 3.49° K. This is somewhat lower than the gen

erally accepted transition temperature (3.70 K) for bulk tin. 

Hovvever, the calculated maximum field generated by the measur

ing primary was 27 oersteds, which could be expected to pro

duce a lowering as great as 0·.15°. 
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The measurements on LaN, CeN, LaH2 • 45 , TiC, and VC were 

made on samples sealed in capsules under 20 em. Hg helium pres

sure at room temperature. The possibility that the helium gas 

was adsorbed at low temperatures, thus resulting in poor heat 

transrer, is not entirely excluded. However, experiments with 

lanthanum mstal rilings sealed under similar conditions showed 

no significant hysteresis in the transition at 40 K. In gen

eral, specimens were kept below 4.2o K for as long as an hour, 

and belovi the larnbda point ( 2.19° K) for times ranging from 3 

to 18 minutes. 

In order to obtain some information on the possible 

magnitude of field penetration effects, the pnrticle size 

distribution of the carbide and boride powders was determined 

by measuring microscopically the linear dimensions of 100 par

ticles which had been suitably dispersed on a glass slide.5 

The particle size distribution observed was expressed in terms 

of the smallest diameter, dv, possessed by those particles 

whose mass constituted 50 per cent of the total mass of the 

samplee5 The appearance of the particles of all powders ex

amined could best be described as roughly spherical. Table 

IX summarizes the results obtained. It will be noted that 

the .MoB, ZrC, and VVC s pecLnens cons is ted of relatively large 

particles. Electron-microscopic examination or the TaC pow

der showed that it contained a considerable rraction below one 

micron in size. 

'fue field penetration depth in powders of alloy sys terns 

such as the carbides and borides has apparently not been in

vestigated. If one takes for the penetration depth,)\, the 
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rough value of l x lo-5 em. observed in metals, 17 it would ap-

pear thst the values of dv for all substances studied 1:'Jas suf

ficiently large so that field penetration would not be expected 

to play a significant role in the present measurements. 

Substance 

WB 
ThB2 
NbN 
TaB, 
TiB~ 

X 
MoB 
ZrB2 

TABLE IX 

PAx1TICLE SIZE MEASUREl\'lENTS 

Borides 
Particle Sizea 

dv 
(microns) 

1.3 
1.3 
1.8 
1.8 
2.0 
3.2 
3.4 

Substance 

TaG 
TiC 
vc 
ZrC 
we 

Carbides 
Pa.rticle Size 

dv 
(microns) 

l.l 
2.3 
3.7 
6.2 

11.2 

(a) dv = smallest diameter of those particles whose mass 
constituted 50 per cent of the total mass of the sample. 

The disagreement between the results of Meissner and co

workersl8,21 and the present work regarding the occurrence of 

superconductivity in TaG, WC, and ZrC, might be explained, as 

Shoenberg30 , 31 has suggested for titanium and uranium,by as-

SU.."lling the presence of superconducting filaments in Meissner's 

spec im.ens of these carbides. A s i.:nil a r explanation vvould re

solve the conflicting observations of HudsonJl and Meissner 

and Franzl8 regarding the superconductivity of Mo 2c. Un

fortunately, no specimens of these substances appear to have 

been studied by both electrical and magnetic methods. 

Hudson, 12 using the ma gnetic induction method, has made 

an interesting study of two Sn-Ge "alloys" containing 2.3 and 
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9.3 atomic per cent of tin, respectively, in which the tin 

is concentrated along the grain boundaries. He observed a 

rather broad diamagnetic transition beginning at 4° K. Hud

son attributed this behavior to the presence of superconduct-

ing filaments of tin. Calculations by hbn indicated that 

approximately 50 per cent of the volume of the alloy of lov;er 

tin content and the entire volume of the alloy of higher tin 

content participated in the magnetic transition. 

In view of these observations of Hudson on the Sn-Ge 

alloys, it vvould appear th 3t the precise physical structure 

of the "superconducting filaments" might be an i~portant 

variablee Thus~ if the filaments are thread-like, supercon

ductivity might be observed electrically but not magnetically 7 

On the other hand~ if the superconducting filrunents possess 

a sponge-like structure23 with the bulk material in the holes 

of the sponge, as in the Ge-Sn alloy experiments of Hudson~2 

then both an electrical and a magnetic transition might be ob

served. The physical structure of such filamentous inclusions 

might be expected to depend considerably on the method of prep-

aration. 

The disagreement between the results of Hulm and Matthiasl3 

and the present work regarding the superconductivity of MoB 

may be due to some such difference in the arrangement of a 

superconducting inclusion. The conflicting observations of 

Darby~ al.6 and Hudsonll on the superconductivity of PbTe 

and PbS, mentioned earlier, might be explained in a similar 

fashion. 
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The possibilit:,' that superconductivity in many comp ounds 

nwy be due to rather specific amounts of trace impurities, 

distributed in a homogeneous manner through the bulk material 

and which make possible a superconducting,state has not been 

excluded. 
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SUMMARY 

This Technical Report contains reprints of three papers published 

during the past eight months. These are: 

1. "The Crystal Structure and Superconductivity of Lanthanum," 
w. T. Ziegler~ R. A. Young and A. L· Floyd, Jr., J. Am. Chern. 
~· 75~ 1215~21 (1953). 

2. "Studies· of Compounds for Superconductivity," w. T. Ziegler ani 
R. A. Young, Phys. Rev. 90, 115-19 (1953). 

3. ncrystal Structure of Lanthanum Nitride," R. A. Young and 
W. T. Ziegler, J. Am. Chern. Soc$ 74, 5251-3 (1952). 

The first paper presents a summary of tpe work carried out on this 

subject through September, 1952. It represents an extension of two earlier 

1 2 reports. ' The results given in this paper were summarized very briefly 

at the Schenectady Cryogenics Conference.3 More recent x-r~ diffraction 

studies of the foCoCo and hoCopo modifications of lanthanum metal using 

a Geiger-counter spectrometer indicate that the h.c.p. modification may 

contain stacking faults. This may explain, in part, the variationE 

observed in the superconducting transition of the h·C•P• modification. 

The second paper represents an extension of a paper presented at the 

International Conference on Low Temperature Physica4 (held at Oxford 1 

England, in August, 1951) and of a later technical report. 5 

The work reported in the third paper is largely taken from a thesis6 

submitted by Mr. R. A. Young for the M. s. degree in Physics at the 

Georgia Institute of Technology. Some of the results have been described 

in an earlier technical report. 5 Subsequent powder diffraction studies 

made of the LaN preparations, using a Geiger-counter spectrometer to obtain 

more accurate relative line intensities than those previously obtained 

using film techniques, were in general agreement with the earlier results. 
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The Crystal Structure and Superconductivity of Lanthanum 1
•

2 

BY W. T. ZIEGLER, R. A. YouNG AND A. L. FLoYD, JR. 

RECEIVED OCTOBER 3, 1952 

The crystal structure of lanthanum has been studied by powder X-ray diffraction techniques at room temperature and the 
existence of the hexagonal dose-packed (h.c.p.) and face-centered cubic (f.c.c.) modifications confirmed. The rate of 
interconversion of these crystal forms has been found to be slow. However, it has been shown that the f.c.c. modification 
can readily be converted to the h.c.p. structure at room temperature by severe deformation such as results when filings are 
produced from a massive specimen. The crystal structure of lanthanum filings in the h.c.p. form was not affected by cooling 
to liquid helium temperatures; the same result (with one possible exception) was noted with filings having the f.c.c. structure. 

Six different samples of lanthanum have been examined for superconductivity by a magnetic method. It was found 
that bulk specimens cut from the six samples in the as-received state each exhibited a transition into superconductivity in 
the range 3.1° to 5.45°K. Heat treatment for four days at 350° raised the transition temperatures somewhat. The three 
purest samples all gave a transition temperature of very nearly 5.4 °K. From X-ray diffraction studies made of the bulk 
specimens, together with studies made on filings, it was concluded that both the f.c.c. and h.c.p. modifications of lanthanum 
are superconductors, the f.c.c. modification having a transition temperature near 5.4 °K., while the h.c.p. modification (in a 
strainetl state) has a transition temperature of 3.9°K. or greater. 

Introduction 
The relation between crystal structure and super

conductivity in allotropic modifications of the 
elements has been investigated only for tin. As 
is well known, white tin is a typical superconductor, 
whereas gray tin (the stable form below 18°) 
is not a superconductor down to the lowest tem
perature tried (1.32°K.). 3 These two forms of tin 
differ quite markedly in crystal structure, electrical 
conductivity, and in other physical properties. 
In particular, white tin is a typical metallic con
ductor; gray tin, on the other hand, is a semi
conductor, its conductivity decreasing with de
creasing temperature. 4 As far as the authors are 
aware no semiconductor has been shown to exhibit 
superconductivity.6 

A search for other elements having allotropic 
modifications which might be suitable for such a 
study revealed that lanthanum, cerium and praseo
dymium are reported to exist in both the cubic 
close-packed (f.c.c.) and hexagonal close-packed 
(h.c.p.) structures. Both of these structures would 
be expected to be good electrical conductors. 

A survey of the literature made at the time the 
present work was begun showed that both lan
thanum and cerium had been examined for super
conductivity, of which only lanthanum was re
ported to be a superconductor (4.2-4.7°K.). 
The crystal structure of the materials investigated 
was not given. Recently cerium and praseo
dymium have been shown not to exhibit super
conductivity down to 0.25°K.6 The crystal struc
ture of the specimens investigated was not given. 

The present paper is a report of work carried out 
to examine the relation between the crystal structure 
and superconductivity of lanthanum. This metal 
was chosen because of its availability from several 
sources in reasonably pure form and because it 
seemed to give promise of ready conversion from the 

(1) Carried out with the assistance of the Office of Naval Research 
under Contract N6-ori-192. 

(2) Taken in part from the Master's theses in Physics of R. A. 
Young (1950) and A. L. Floyd, Jr. (1949). 

(3) G. Sharvin, J. Phys. (U.S.S.R.), 9, 350 (1945); C. A., 40, 3320 
(1946). 

(4) J. T. Kendall, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London), 63B, 821 (1950). 
(5) W. T. Ziegler, &search Engineer, Georlol:ia Institute of Tech

nology, No. 4, 15 (1946-1947). 
(6) B. B. Goodma.n, Nature, 167, 111 (1951). 

h.c.p. to the f.c.c. modification. The studies which 
have been made are presented in two parts. Part 
I deals with studies made of the crystal structure 
of lanthanum, particularly with the interconversion 
of the h.c.p. and f.c.c. modifications. Part II 
deals with the superconductivity studies made of 
the lanthanum specimens. The primary purpose 
of the structure studies was to a-id in the charac
terization of the specimens tested for supercon
ductivity. 

Part I. Crystal Structure of Lanthanum 
Lanthanum has been shown by powder X-ray 

diffraction techniques to exist in the hexagonal 
close-packed7•8•9 (h.c.p.) and face-centered cubic10•11 

(f.c.c.) structure. Measurements of heat capa
city, 12 electrical resistance, 12 coefficient of linear 
expansion 13 and magnetic susceptibility14 as a func
tion of temperature have revealed anomalies in 
these properties in several temperature regions. 
These anomalies suggest that lanthanum may 
exist in more than two allotropic modifications. 

In the present work a study of the h.c.p. and f.c.c. 
modifications of lanthanum has been made using 
the powder X-ray diffraction method at room 
temperature. The studies made include the effect 
of various heat treatment conditions on the rate 
of transition from the h.c.p. to f.c.c. structure, the 
rate of transition of the f.c.c. to the h.c.p. structure 
at room temperature, and the effect of cooling to 
liquid nitrogen and helium temperatures. 

Experimental 
All but a few of the X-ray diiTraction studies were carried 

out on lanthanum in the form of filings. A General Electric 
XRD-1 unit equipped with 14.32 em. diameter powder 
cameras was used in all experiments. Filtered Cu Ka 
radiation was generally used. Exposure times were 3-5 
hours with 25 ma. and 35 kilovolts across the tube. A few 
diffraction pictures were taken with molybdenum radiation 

(7) J. C. McLennan and R. W. McKay, Trans. Roy. Soc. (Canada), 
III, 24, 33 (I D30). 

(8) L. L. Quill, Z. anorg. allgem. Clum., 208, 273 (1932). 
(9) A. Rossi, Nature, 133, 174 (1984). 
(10) E. Zintl and S. Neumayr, Z. Elektrochem., 39, 8-1 (1933). 
(11) \V. Klemm and H. Bommer, Z. anorg. allgem. Chern .. 231, 138 

(1937). 
(12) l'. 1\I. Jaeger, J. A. Rottema antl E. Rosenbohru, &c. trav. 

chim., 57, 1137 (1938). 
(13) F. Trombe anrl M. Foex, Compl. rend., 217, 501 (1943). 
(14) F. Trombe, ibid., 198, 1591 (1934). 
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thermore, filings carefully prepared and handled under he
limn gas to minimize lanthanum nitride formation gave the 
the same results as those prepared under dry nitrogen. 
X-Ray diffraction photographs taken of the heat treated 
filings using molybdenum radiation, which is much less 
strongly absorbed than copper radiation, gave the same 
f.c.c. structure as did copper radiation. It has therefore 
been concluded that the f.c.c. modification is not a surface 
effect. 

Interconversion of H.C.P. and F.C.C. Lantha
num. A. The Transition H.C.P. -. F.C.C.
The experiments of Zintl and Neumayr10 and 
Klemm and Bommer 11 suggest that the temperature 
for this transition is below 350°. Trombe and 
Foex 18 have measured the coefficient of linear ex
pansion of lanthanum (99.2% La) over the range 
-190° to 650°. They found that the expansion 
was linear between -190° and 150°. Between 
150° and 375° hysteresis developed, the volume at a 
given temperature depending upon whether the 
sample was being warmed or cooled. This hy
steresis was attributed by them to the coexistence 
of the h.c.p. and f.c.c. forms, the h.c.p. being 
assumed to exist in the range -190° to 150° and 
the f.c.c. above 375°. 

We have heated sealed Pyrex capillaries containing lan
thanum filings (Cooper 1), known to be in the h.c.p. form, 
for two days in a vacuum furnace at 254 °, 354 ° and 400°. 
The capillaries were cooled to room temperature in the 
furnace over a period of several hours. After heat treatment 
the capillaries were again examined by X-ray diffraction 
and the extent of the conversion to the f.c.c. structure 
noted. It was found that the filings heated at 254° 
consisted of the f.c.c. and h.c.p. forms in about equal 
amount, while those heated at 354 ° and 400° were pre
dominantly f.c.c. with only a small amount of h.c.p. form. 
The h.c.p. lines were still relatively more diffuse than the 
lines for the f .c.c. structure. In a second series of experi
ments filings (Cooper 2) having the h.c.p. structure 
showed no noticeable change in diffraction pattern after 
four days at 150°, but showed almost complete conversion 
in two days at 400°. 

Lanthanum filings heated in a molybdenum boat under 
high vacuum for four hours (Cooper 1) and 13 hours (Cooper 
2) at 700° gave diffraction patterns very similar to those 
obtained with filings heated at 350-400°, except that no 
h.c.p. lanthanum appeared to be present. The "y" struc
ture was still present. 

In another experiment lanthanum filings (Spedding 2) 
having the h.c.p. structure were heated slowly to 290° over a 
period of 3.5 hours, held at 290-302° for three hours and 
then cooled to room temperature in the course of several 
hours. X-Ray diffraction showed that the primary struc
ture was still h.c.p. with a small amount of the f.c.c. modi
fication now present. 

From the experiments it was concluded that the transition 
from h.c.p. to f.c.c. structure begins in the range 150-254 o 

confirming the observations of Trombe and Foex,13 proceeds 
rather slowly at 300° and even after four days at 400° a 
trace of h.c.p. may still be evident. 

B. The Transition F.C.C.-. H.C.P.-The pres
ence of a small amount of the h.c.p. modification in 
the predominantly f.c.c. filings after heat treat
ment at 350-400° was thought possibly to be due 
to a small amount of conversion during the rather 
slow cooling in the furnace. However, no differ
ences were noted between Cooper 2 filings cooled to 
room temperature rapidly (in a few seconds) and 
over a period of several hours. In each instance the 
filings had primarily the f.c.c. structure with a 
trace of the h.c.p. structure also present. 

In order to examine the rate of change of the f.c.c. to the 
h.c.p. structure at room temperature capillaries contc'lining 
filings frem Cooper 1, Cooper 2 and the Hilger specimen were 
heat treated at :350° for four days, cooled to room tempera-

ture and powder X-ray diffraction photographs taken. AI 
filings were f.c.c. with traces of h.c.p. and the "y" struc
ture. The capillaries were stored at room temperature and 
examined at intervals over a period of a year. No notice
able changes occurred in the Cooper specimens, while the 
Hilger filings showed at most only a slight increase in the 
amount of the h.c.p. modification. No change could be 
detected in the "y" structure lines. Filings from Cooper 
3, Spedding 1 and Spedding 2, heat treated in a similar 
manner, showed no change after 19, 31 and 9 months, re
spectively. Another set of capillaries containing Cooper 1, 
Cooper 2 and Hilger lanthanum, heat treated at 400° for 
four days, showed no changes over a 6-month period. 

In another series of experiments capillaries containing 
Cooper 1lanthanum filings known to be in the f.c.c. modi
fication were heated for five days at 100° on the assumption 
that this treatment might introduce nuclei having the h.c.p. 
structure. The capillaries were then repeatedly cooled and 
warmed between -195° and room temperature by dipping 
in a liquid nitrogen bath. (Trombe and Foex18 found this 
method satisfactory for converting cerium from the f.c.c. 
to the h.c.p. structure). Examination of the capillaries 
showed no change in the crystal structure of the filings. 
Similar results were obtained with filings heat treated at 
200° and 250°. 

These experiments all lead to the conclusion that the rate 
of transition of the f.c.c. to the h.c.p. modification is slow. 
On the other hand, severe deformation, such as filing, pro
duced rapid transformation (see below). 

Crystal Structure of Massive Lanthanum Speci
mens.-The structure studies so far described were 
primarily concerned with lanthanum filings. Ex
periments were also perfonned with massive lan
thanum specimens in the fonn of small cylinders 
(approx. 5 X 20 mm.) since these were to be ex
amined for superconductivity. 

Examination of the literature reveals no instance 
in which the crystal structure of massive lanthanum 
has been determined. In our earlier experiments 
it was assumed that the structure of massive lan
thanum specimens could be inferred from that of 
filings taken from the specimen in the "as-received" 
state and from filings heat treated simultaneously 
with the massive specimen. However, later experi
ence showed that filings taken from massive speci
mens of all six lanthanum samples after heat 
treatment for four days at 350-400° always gave 
primarily the h.c.p. structure with an occasional 
trace of the f.c.c. modification, whereas filings heat 
treated simultaneously with the specimen were 
predominantly f.c.c. A massive specimen (Cooper 
1) cooled rapidly from 400° to room temperature 
gave the same results. 

Efforts made to examine the end of a lanthanum 
piece in the form of a cylinder were not very success
ful, due to difficulties encountered in protecting 
the lanthanum surface from reaction with air. 
However, sufficiently satisfactory results were 
obtained to show that massive lanthanum speci
mens from all six samples were predominantly in 
the f.c.c. form after heat treatment at :-l50-400°. 
The surfaces examined were not mechanically 
strained by filing, etc., between the heat treatment 
and the X-ray examination. However, filings 
taken from these specimens or from specimens heat 
treated in a similar manner were always predomi
nantly h.c.p. 

In two instances (Specimen La 12, Cooper 3; 
and Specimen La 14, Spedding 2) the surface of a 
heat treated (350-400°) specimen was examined 
both before and after roughening the surface by 

(18) F. Trombe anrl M. Foex, Am:. chim., 19,417 (1944). 
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TABLE III 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF LANTHANUM SPECIMENS 

Source Specimen 

Cooper 1 La 2 
La 1 
La 4F 

Cooper 2 La 6 
La 7 

Cooper 3 La 10 
Spedding 1 La 1S 

La 2S 
Spedding 2 La 15 

Specimen dimensions, mm. 

Cyl. 20.3 X 4.8 
Cyl. 19 X 4.4 
Powder 
Cyl. 12.3 X 4.1 
Cyl. 11.4 X 4.2 
Cyl. 19 X 4.4 
Cyl. 9.8 X 4.4 
Cyl. 9.9 X 4.4 
Cyl. 20 X 4.4 

As-received 
condition 

h.c.p." 
h.c.p." 
h.c.p. 
h.c.p.• 
h.c.p." 
h.c.p." 
h.c.p." 

h.c.p.".l 

Crystal structure 
Heat treatment 

After heat treatmentd Days Temp., °C. 

f.c.c. b,e 4 350 
f.c.c 4 350 
f.c.c. 6·• 4 350 
f.c.c.• 4 700 
f.c.c.b.f 4 350 
f.c.c. b.f 4 350 
f.c.c.b 4 350 

La 14 Cyl. 25 X 4.4 f.c.c. and some h.c.p.b,/ 4 350 
Hilger La 3 Rect. piece 4 X 11.5 X 2. 6 h.c.p." f.c.c. b,o 4 350 

" Structure of filings taken from specimen before low temperature experiment. b Structure of filings heat treated simul
taneously with specimen. • Structure of massive specimen from same source heat treated in similar manner but at a different 
time. d Filings taken from massive specimens after heat treatment always had h.c.p. structure, due, it is believed, to the 
conversion of f.c.c. to h.c.p. modification as result of the filing operation. • Structure after cooling to 2 °K.; another unidenti
fied structure, presumably the result of surface oxidation, also present. 1 Structure of massive specimen after cooling to 
4.2°K. • Structure of massive specimen before cooling. 

temperature, coil S1 and the coil surrounding the specimen 
(for example S2) were connected externally in such a manner 
that on closing the primary circuit the voltages induced in 
the coils opposed each other. A galvanometer in the sec
ondary circuit ordinarily gave a deflection when the primary 
was energized. This deflection could be reduced to zero by 
suitable adjustment of an external variable inductance in 
the secondary circuit. 

With the secondary circuit balanced, the primary circuit 
was energized at lG-15-second intervals during a series of 
measurements in which the temperature of the experimental 
chamber was slowly lowered (or raised); any unbalancing of 
the coils arising from the occurrence of superconductivity 
in the specimen was observed as a galvanometer deflection. 
From the variation of deflection with temperature the course 
of the transition could be followed. The maximum deflec
tion depended upon the magnitude of the primary current 
and the volume of the specimen. With the primary cur
rent (0.26-0.27 amp.) and the specimen size (1.2-1.8 g.) 
usually used, galvanometer deflections of 3-5 em. were ob
served when a specimen became superconducting. 

In the range 6 to 4.2°K. cooling of the specimen was 
achieved by allowing the helium pressure in the experimen
tal chamber to decrease slowly to atmospheric pressure. 
Temperatures below 4.2°K. were obtained by pumping on 
the experimental chamber. Warming was achieved by 
allowing the experimental chamber to warm up as a result 
of heat leak or, in later experiments, by means of a heater 
wound on the lower end of the experimental chamber. This 
heat leak was due primarily to the copper lead wires leading 
to the experimental chamber which were in imperfect con
tact with the main helium reservoir. The heat leak was 
largely eliminated in the later experiments by a rearrange
ment of the copper leads. 

The lanthanum specimens usually were approximately 
cylindrical in shape. They had weights varying from 0.7 to 
2.5 g., and usually had a length of 20-22 mm. and a diame
ter of 4.5-4.9 mm. To prevent air oxidation each speci
men was sealed at room temperature in a small capsule 
(made of 7 mm. Pyrex glass tubing) underheliumgasat 1G-
20 em. pressure. The capsules (usually three) were separated 
by Lucite spacers, and the entire assembly held together 
with cellulose acetate cement. The spacers were so con
structed that each specimen was positioned approximately 
at the center of its secondary coil. 

Experimental Results 
The physical dimensions and heat treatment of the various 

specimens tested for superconductivity are summarized in 
Table III. Table IV summarizes the results of the tests 
for superconductivity. The transition range given in 
Table IV corresponds to the temperature interval in which at 
least 95% of the total galvanometer deflection arising from 
the magnetic transition occurred. The transition tempera
ture given corresponds to the temperature at which one-half 
of the total deflection was noted. Readings of the deflection 

TABLE IV 

SUPERCO!\'DUCTIVITY OF LANTHANUM SPECIMENS 
A!!.-received 

condition After heat tree tment 
Transi- Transi- Transi-

tion tion tion 
Source of Specimen temp., range Transition range 

lanthanum designation oK. (deg.) temp., °K. (deg.) 

Cooper 1 La 2 5.05 0.15 
La 1 5.0 .1 5.2 0.1 
La~4F 3.9 .3 5.25 .3 

Cooper 2 La 6 3.2 .2 
La 7 3.1 .3 3.2 .2 

Cooper 3 La 10 3.55 .22 4.2 .07 
Spedding 1 La IS 5.2 .2 5.4 .15 

La2S 5.3 0.6-0.8 
Spedding 2 La 15 5.45 .3 

La 14 5.5 .25 
Hilger La3 4.6 ca. .1 5.4 .1 

were reproducible to about 1 mm. when the specimen was 
maintained at a fixed temperature. In general, the mid
point of the transition has been computed from the gas 
thermometer reading. The transition range, as well as the 
warming and cooling rates, were computed from the re
sistance thermometer readings. Warming and cooling 
rates of 0.1-0.25° per minute were usually employed. 

Figures 1 and 2 show typical transition curves. In these 
plots the fraction of the total galvanometer reflection re
sulting from the transition into superconductivity has been 
expressed as a per cent. change in magnetic induction. In 
a number of instances the transition curve found on cooling 
lay 0.05-0.1 o below that obtained on warming. In other 
instances no consistent differences were noted. It is not 
clear whether these differences represent an actual hysteresis 
in the transition or resulted from temperature inequalities. 
However, on the basis of the rapidity of response of the speci
men to temperature variation when in the transition, it is 
believed that much of this difference represents a tempera
ture gradient between the thermometers and the specimen. 

Discussion of Results 
The occurrence of superconductivity in lan

thanum was first observed by Mendelssohn and 
Daunt24 using a magnetic method. These investi
gators reported a transition temperature of 4.71 °K. 
for a specimen reported to contain 98% La, 1% 
Fe, and traces of C, Si, AI and Mg. Shoenberg, 21i 

also using a magnetic method, has reported that a 
(24) K. Mendelssohn and J. G. Daunt, Nature, 139, 473 (1937). 
(25) D. Shoenberg, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 33, 577 (1937). 
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due to the differing purities of the materials. The 
occurrence of lanthanum hydride in these samples 
(as indicated both by X-ray diffraction and from 
the method of preparation of the metal) suggested 
that the lower transition temperature of the 
Cooper 2 sample might be due to the presence 
of hydrogen, since it has been shown that lan
thanum hydride (LaHHs) is not a superconductor 
down to 1.8°K. 29 However, heat treatment of La 7 
in high vacuum for four days at 700° resulted in 
no marked change in the superconducting transi· 
tion temperature or the width of the transition, 
although this treatment has been found adequate 

(29) W. T. Ziegler and R. A. Young, Proc. Int. Conf. on Low Tern. 
perature Physics, Oxford, England, August, 1951, p. 124. 

to convert lanthanum hydride to lanthanum metal. 30 
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A number of metal carbides, horides, nitrides, and a hydride, 
in the form of powders, have been examined for superconductivity 
down to 1.8°K using a magnetic method. The substances tested 
were TiC, VC, ZrC, TaC, WC, ZrB,, NbB 2, TaB 2, WB, MoB, 
TiBx, ThB,, LaN, CeN, NbN, and LaH2 .... All specimens were 
characterized by x-ray diffraction methods and, in most instances, 
by chemical analysis. Of these substances only NbN gave evidence 
for superconductivity. The results for NbN are in general agree
ment with the work of others. The results for TiC and VC arc in 
agreement with those found by Meissner et al., using an electrical 
resistance method, while those for TaB 2, NbB 2, WC, and WB 
are in agreement with observations made by Matthias and Hulm 
using a magnetic method. On the other hand, ZrC, TaC, WC, and 
"zirconium boride" had previously been observed to exhibit 
superconductivity above 1.8°K by the electrical resistance 

INTRODUCTION 

T HE occurrence of superconductivity in binary 
compounds containing a metal and a nonmetal 

has been known for more than twenty years as a result 
of the extensive work of Meissner and his co-workers.1- 3 

A survey of the literature has shown that in many 
instances the occurrence of superconductivity in com
pounds has been observed by studying the change of 
electrical resistance with temperature. In all instances 
in which superconductivity was observed by this 
means, the electrical resistance of the substance was 
found to decrease with temperature from room tem
perature to the transition temperature in the manner 
characteristic of metals. 4•5 Most of the compounds found 
to exhibit superconductivity are binary compounds 
between superconducting metals and boron, carbon, or 
nitrogen. On the other hand, the carbides of tungsten 
and the carbides, a boride, and two nitrides of molyb
denum also show superconducting behavior, even 
though the pure metals do not become superconducting 
at the lowest temperature tried ( < 1 °K). 

The difficulty of preparing these compounds in pure 
form has presented the possibility that the observed 
superconductivity may arise from superconducting 
filaments (either of the parent metal or a compound) 
present in the specimen rather than from the bulk 
specimen itself. This doubt has suggested the re
examination of these substances by means of magnetic 

*Carried out with the assistance of the U. S. Office of Naval 
Research. 

t Rased on a paper presented at the International Conference 
on Low Temperature Physics, Oxford, England, August 22-28 
(1951). 

1 W. Meissner and H. Franz, Z. Physik 65, 30 (1930). 
• Meissner, Franz, and Westerhoff, Ann. Physik (5) 13, 555 

(1932). 
3 Meissner, Franz, and Westerhoff, Z. Physik 75, 521 (1932). 
4 W. T. Ziegler, Research Engr. IX, No. 1, 15 (1947). 
• B. T. Matthias and J. K. Hulm, Phys. Rev. 87, 799 (1952). 

method. The results for WC and MoB have recently been con
firmed by Matthias and Hulm. The substances ThB,, LaN, CeN, 
and LaH2 ... had not previously been examined for supercon
ductivity. 

Particle size measurements were made on the carbide and 
boride powders. The particles were large enough that magnetic 
field penetration effects should have caused no difficulty, if a 
penetration depth of 1 X w-• em, observed for pure metal, is 
assumed to apply to the present compounds. 

The failure to observe superconductivity in the substances ZrC, 
TaC, WC, and MoB in the present study is discussed in terms 
of a postulated physical distribution of superconducting imp!lrities 
of undetermined composition which arc assumed to account for 
the superconductivity observed in these compounds by other 
investigators. 

methods, since, as Shoenberg has pointed out,6 these 
methods should yield information concerning the be
havior of the entire volume of the specimen, rather than 
of possible superconducting filaments. 

Relatively little work has been published on the 
magnetic transition into superconductivity in com
pounds and in certain metals which are difficult to 
purify. Titanium specimens of various purities have 
been reported to have transition temperatures ranging 
from 1.13° to 1.77° 2•7 •8 when examined by the electrical 
resistance method, whereas other specimens of titanium 
of high purity, examined by magnetic methods, have 
either failed to exhibit superconductivity down to 1 °K 9 

or exhibited superconductivity only at much lower 
temperatures (0.53°K). 10 A similar situation has been 
reported for uranium. 6·ll 

Recently Matthias and Hulm,5 in an extensive survey 
of the occurrence of superconductivity in compounds 
examined by the magnetic method, have confirmed the 
occurrence of superconductivity in a number of com
pounds in which it has previously been observed using 
the electrical resistance test, but failed to find the effect 
in we in which it had previously been observed by the 
resistance method. 

Studies have been in progress in this laboratory for 
some time to re-examine by a magnetic induction 
method a number of compounds previously examined 
for superconductivity by the electrical resistance 
method. A number of compounds not previously tested 
for superconductivity are also being studied. The 
present paper deals with the results of studies made on 
fifteen metal carbides, borides, nitrides, and a hydride. 

6 D. Shoenberg, Nature 159, 303 (1947). 
7 W. Meissner, Z. Physik 60, 181 (1930). 
8 W. J. de Haas and P. M. van Alphen, Proc. Acad. Sci. 

Amsterdam 34, 70 (1931). 
9 D. Shoenberg, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 36, 84 (1940). 
10 J. G. Daunt and C. V. Heer, Phys. Rev. 76, 715 (1949). 
11 B. B. Goodman and D. Shoenberg, Nature 165, 441 (1950). 
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ties of these materials is given in another place.I9 The 
nitrides examined had the approximate formula LaNo.97 
(Cooper 2, Expt. 26), LaNo.94 (Spedding 1, Expt. 29), 
and CeN o.s7-

The niobium nitride20 was prepared by heating nio
bium metal powder (Fansteel, 99.9 percent Nb) for 4 
to 4! hours at 1500°C in pure dry nitrogen. X-ray 
examination showed it to be primarily NbN with ao 
=4.37±0.01 kx-units.21 A trace of Nb and/or Ta metal 
appeared to be present. A large number of faint to very 
faint lines could not be identified. These lines did not 
fit the pattern for Nb2N reported by Brauer.22 

The lanthanum hydride was prepared by direct com
bination between lanthanum metal filings and pure 
dry hydrogen gas at 21o--290°C. The method used was 
similar to that employed for the nitride. The product 
examined for superconductivity had the composition 
LaH2.45. Muthmann and Kraft23 and Rossi, 24 using a 
similar method, have reported similar products having 
the approximate formulas LaH3 and LaHz.4, respec
tively. The hydride had an fcc lattice with ao= 5.625 
±0.007 kx units in good agreement with the value of 
5.62-3 kx units reported by Rossi. 24 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The cryostat and measuring apparatus used was 
similar to that described by Horn and Ziegler.21 The 
apparatus, the temperature scale and the magnetic 
method employed to detect superconductivity have 
been described elsewhere.25 Briefly, the apparatus con
sisted of a heavy walled copper vessel in which liquid 
helium was produced by the Simon expansion method. 
From the main helium reservoir was suspended the 
experimental chamber, into which helium could be 
condensed at will by bringing low pressure helium into 
contact with the main helium reservoir. The copper 
experimental chamber consisted of two parts, an upper 
section to which the thermometers were attached, and 
a lower section in which the specimens to be tested for 
superconductivity were located and on the outside of 
which the coils for detecting superconductivity were 
wound. 

The temperature of the experimental chamber was 
measured by means of a helium gas thermometer of the 
type described by Mendelssohn,26 except that the helium 
pressure was measured both by a Bourdon gauge and a 
capillary mercury manometer. The thermometer was 

19 R. A. Young and W. T. Ziegler, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 74, 5251 
(1952). 

20 This material was prepared by Dr. F. H. Horn, General 
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., as part of a cooperative study 
on Nb-Ta alloys and their nitrides. 

21 F. H. Horn and W. T. Ziegler, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 69, 2762 
(1947). 

,. G. Brauer, Z. Elektrochem. 46, 397 (1940). 
"'W. Muthmann and K. Kraft, Ann. Chern., Justus Liebigs 

325, 266 (1902). 
24 A. Rossi, Nature 133, 174 (1934). 
•• W. T. Ziegler and R. A. Young, J. Am. Chern. Soc. March, 

1953. 
26 K. Mendelssohn, Z. Physik 73, 482 (1931). 

TABLE III. Superconductivity of metal carbides. 

TranRition temp. a 
and range, °K 

Major This 
Carbide constituent research Lit. Method a 

TiCog, TiC (1.8)b 1.1 (?) 
(1.31) 

VCo.s2 vc (1.8) (1.33) 
ZrCo.86 ZrC (1.8) 3.7 

3.3-4.1 
TaCo.es TaC (1.8) 9.3, 9.2-9.4 

7.6--9.5 
WCo., we (1.8) 3.4, 2.5-4.0 

(1.28) 

a Temperature corresponding to 50 percent of total re~istance change in 
transition. 

b Temperature in parentheses means substance not superconducting 
down to this temperature. 

c R =electrical resistance method; lvl =magnetic method. 
d See reference 1. 
e See reference 3. 
'See reference 5. 

calibrated by using the boiling points of hydrogen and 
helium and the triple point of hydrogen as fixed points. 
Gas imperfection was taken into account by making 
use of the virial coefficients given by Keesom.27 The 
absolute accuracy of the temperature scale is believed 
to be about 0.05° in the range below 5°K, 0.1 o in the 
range 5-7°K and 14-20°K, and a few tenths of a degree 
in the range between 7° and l4°K. 

A constantan resistance thermometer, having a sensi
tivity of 0.01-0.02°, also was used to follow the tem
perature changes of the experimental chamber. 

The magnetic system used for detecting supercon
ductivity essentially measured the change in inductance 
produced when the specimen became superconducting. 
This change in inductance was measured as a gal
vanometer deflection produced when the primary 
circuit was momentarily energized. The circuits were 
so arranged that the galvanometer deflection could be 
reduced to zero at will by the suitable adjustment of a 
compensating inductance. 

The powdered samples were generally mounted in a 
7 mm o.d. Pyrex glass tube, partly open at the top end, 
and were in direct contact with the helium. In a few 
instances (TiC, VC, LaH2.45, CeN, and LaN), the 
measurements were made on samples in Pyrex capsules 
sealed at room temperature under 20 em Hg pressure 
of helium. The samples had weights varying from 0.7 
to 2.5 g, and usually had a length of 2o--22 mm and a 
diameter of 4.5-4.9 mm. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental results for the various compounds 
tested are summarized in Tables III and IV, together 
with the results of other investigators.1·3 •5•28 ·29 In these 
tables the major constituent given is that found by 

27 W. H. Keesom, Helium (Elsevier Publishing Company, New 
York, 1942), p. 49. 

2s J. K. Hulm and B. T. Matthias, Phys. Rev. 82, 273 (1951). 
29 Aschermann, Friederich, Justi, and Kramer, Physik. Z. 42, 

349 (1941). 
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as roughly spherical. The particle size distribution ob
served is expressed in Table V in terms of the median 
diameter, d0 , and the geometric standard deviation, 
cr 0 •34 Calculations show that at least SO percent of the 
total volume of all boride and carbide powders con
sisted of particles having diameters greater than one 
micron. It will be noted that the MoB, ZrC, and WC 
specimens consisted of relatively large particles. 
Electron-microscopic examination of the TaC powder 
showed that it contained a considerable fraction below 
one micron in size. Microscopic examination of the NbN 
powder showed that it was considerably coarser than 
the carbide and boride powders, at least SO percent of 
all particles having a diameter greater than 1S microns. 

The field penetration depth in powders of alloy 
systems such as the carbides and borides has apparently 
not been investigated. If one takes for the penetration 
depth the rough value of 1 X lQ-5 em observed in 
metals/5 it would appear that the values of d0 for all 
substances studied was suff1ciently large so that field 
penetration would not be expected to play a significant 
role in the present measurements. 

The disagreement between the results of the present 
work and those of Meissner and co-workers1•3 regarding 
the occurrence of superconductivity in TaC, WC, and 
ZrC might be explained, as Shoenberg6

•
9 has suggested 

for titanium and uranium, by assuming the presence 
of superconducting filaments in Meissner's specimens 
of these carbides. Another possibility is that the transi
tion temperatures of our carbide specimens were lowered 
by strain to a temperature below that reached in our 
experiments (1.8°).36 

Hudson, 37 using the magnetic induction method, has 
made an interesting study of two Sn- Ge "alloys" con
taining 2.3 and 9.3 atomic percent of tin, respectively, 
in which the tin was concentrated along the grain 
boundaries. These materials gave a rather broad dia
magnetic transition beginning at 4°K. Hudson attrib
uted this behavior to the presence of superconducting 
filaments of tin. Calculations by him indicated that 
approximately SO percent of the volume of the alloy of 
lower tin content and the entire volume of the alloy of 
higher tin content participated in the magnetic transi
tion. 

In view of these observations of Hudson on the 
Sn- Ge alloys, it would appear that the precise physical 
structure of the "superconducting filaments" might be 
an important variable. Thus, if the filaments are thread-

34 J. M. Dalla Valle, Micromeritics: The Technology of Fine 
Particles (Pitman Publishing Company, New York, 1948), 
Chapter 3. 

3 ' F. London, Superfluids (John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York. 
1950), Vol. I, pp. 46, 89. 

36 The crysta.lli te size may be a more important factor than the 
particle size in determining the effects of field penetration. The 
lines of the x-ray diffraction pattern for TaC were all quite diffuse 
indicating a small crystallite size; on the other hand, those for 
WC and ZrC were quite sharp. 

37 R. P. Hudson, Phys. Rev. 79, 883 (1950). 

TABLE V. Particle size measurements. 

Rorides Carbides 
Substance du 8 microns q"'h Substance d 11 micron~ "' 

NbB 2 0.8 2.0 TaC 0.8 f .6 
ThB, 1.1 1.4 TiC 1.3 1.9 
WB 1.2 1.4 vc 1.6 2.1 
TaB, 1.4 1.5 ZrC 2.1 2.4 
TiH, 1.5 1.6 we 2.6 2.7 
ZrB 2 1.5 2.1 
.MoB 1.7 1.9 

llo da =median diametpr. 
b u 11 =geometric standard deviation. 

like, superconductivity might be observed electrically 
but not magnetically. On the other hand, if the super
conducting filaments possess a sponge-like structure, 38 

with the bulk material in the holes of the sponge, as in 
the Ge- Sn alloy experiments of Hudson, then both an 
electrical and a magnetic transition might be observed. 
The physical structure of such filamentous inclusions 
might be expected to depend considerably on the 
method of preparation of the compound and the nature 
of the impurity. 

The disagreement between the earlier magnetic 
results of Hulm and Matthias28 and the present work 
regarding the superconductivity of MoB appears to 
have been clue to some such sponge-like distribution of 
a superconducting inclusion (Mo2B). 5 A similar ex
planation has been advanced39- 41 to account for the 
conflicting magnetic observations of Darby d al. 42 

and Hudson39• 40 regarding the superconductivity of 
PbSY 

The possibility that superconductivity in many 
compounds may be due to rather specific amounts of 
trace impurities, distributed in a homogeneous manner 
through the bulk material, which makes possible a 
superconducting state has not been exluded. 

The authors are indebted to F. W. Lafond, J. T. 
Roberts, Jr., G. Cook, and M. T. Gordon for assistance 
in carrying out the low temperature measurements, to 
Dr. W. M. Spicer for the spectrographic analyses, to 
C. Orr and Dr. J. M. Dalla Valle for assistance in the 
particle size measurements, and to L.A. vVoodward for 
making the electron microscopic study of TaC. The 
help and interest of Dr. F. H. Horn, General Electric 
Company, in providing the carbides and preparing the 
niobium nitride are greatly appreciated. 

38 K. Mendelssohn, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) Al52, 36 (1935). 
3' R. P. Hudson, Proc. NBS Semicentennial Symposium on Low 

Temperature Physics, Nat!. Bur. Standards, \Vashington, D. C. 
March 27-29, 1951 [National Bureau of Standards Circular 519 
(1952), p. 61]. 

40 R. P. Hudson, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A64, 751 (1951). 
41 Hatton, Rollin, and Seymour, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A64, 

667 (1951). 
42 Darby, Hallon, and Rollin, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A63, 

1181 (1950). 
43 This explanation came to our attention after the presentation 

of our paper at the Oxford Conference. 
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Crystal Structure of Lanthanum Nitride1.2 
Bv R. A. YouNG AND W. T. ZmGLER 

RECEIVED May 28, 1952 

Lanthanum nitride has been prepared by direct combination between lanthanum metal and nitrogen to yield a product 
having approximately the composition LaN. The crystal structure of LaN has been shown to be of the NaCl type, confirm
ing the earlier work of Iandelli and Botti. • The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of LaN and face-centered cubic lanthanum 
metal have been shown to be demonstrably different. The dissociation pressure of LaN was found to be very small at 900 o. 

The lanthanum nitride specimens gave no evidence of superconductivity down to 1.8 °K. 

During the course of a ~tudy of the occurrence of 
superconductivity in compounds it became of in
terest to examine lanthanum nitride for possible 
superconductivity. This substance has been re
porte<P to have the NaCl-type structure, but no 
data were given for the chemical composition of the 
substance examined. It is the purpose of the 
present paper to report on the crystal structure of 
several specimens prepared under carefully con
trolled conditions. Two different specimens were 
examined for superconductivity, using a magnetic 
method similar to that employed by Horn and 
Ziegler. 4 No evidence of superconductivity was 
found down to 1.8° K., the lowest temperature 
used. The details of the low temperature experi
ments will be reported in another place. 

Preparation of Lanthanum Nitride 
The lanthanum nitride specimens were prepared by a 

modification of the direct combination-method described by 
Muthmann and Kraft,• since this method appeared most 
likely to yield a pure product. , 

The nitriding apparatus consisted of a quartz tube vacuum 
furnace, connected to a high vacuum oil diffusion pump. 
The apparatus was also equipped with a 100-ml. water
jacketed mercury-filled gas buret, by means of which a 
known amount of dry nitrogen could be introduced into the 
system. Proper manipulation of the buret permitted the 
pressure of the nitrogen in the furnace to be maintained at 
about one atmosphere during nitrogen absorption, and also 
permitted the rate of nitrogen absorption to be followed. 
The nitwgen remaining after completion of the reaction 
could be removed by means of a Toepler pump and its vol
ume determined. 

The reaction was carried out using several tenths of a 
gram of lanthanum-filings prepared from the bulk metal by 
filing in a dry helium or nitrogen atmosphere. In a prelim
inary experiment it was ascertained that filings exposed for 
six days to dry nitrogen at room temperature showed no 
weight increase within experimental error (equivalent to 1.5 
atomic %nitrogen). Molybdenum combustion boats were 
used, copper boats having been found to be unsatisfactory. 
The dry nitrogen used was a special grade obtained from the 
Air Reduction Company stated to contain 0.10% oxygen. 
It was passed over copper at 600° and through a liquid nitro
gen trap before being metered into the furnace. 

The lanthanum used was obtained from two sources. 
Specimen A (Table I) was obtained from Cooper Metallurgi
cal Associates, Cleveland, Ohio. It was analyzed by spec
trographic and spectrophotometric methods, by direct pre
cipitation as the oxalate and by ion-exchange techniques. 
Consideration of the results obtained by these methods led 
to the figure 97.5% lanthanum as being representative of the 
rare earth content; of this 1.1% was cerium, 0.4% neody
mium, 0.2% praseodymium and 0.2% other rare earths. 
The metal also contained about 0.7% silicon, 0.8% iron and 
some carbon. 

(1) This work was carried out with tbe assistance of tbe Office of 
Naval Research under Contract N6-ori-192. 

(2) From the M.S. thesis in physics of R. A. Young, December, 1950. 
{3) A. Iandelli and E. Botti, Alii accad. na•l. Lincei. Clasu sci. Jis. 

mat. e nat., lll, 129 ( 1937). 
(4) F. H. Horn and W. T. Ziegler, THIS JOURNAL, 18, 2762 fl947). 
(6) W. Muthmann and K. Kraft, Ann., 811, 262 (1902). 

Specimen B was obtained from Dr. F. H. Spedding, Iowa 
State College, Ames, Iowa. Spectrographic analysis 
showed that it contained 0.13% beryllium, 0.1% magne
sium, traces of calcium, aluminum, and iron and was free of 
other rare earths. Direct precipitation as the oxalate gave 
a lanthanum content of 97.3%. However, in view of the 
high purity of this material the lanthanum content has been 
arbitrarily taken to be 100%. 

No chemical analyses of the lanthanum specimens for 
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen or hydrogen were made. The 
presence of carbon was inferred from the acetylene-like 
odor (more pronounced in the Cooper specimen) given off 
when the filings were dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid. 
However, X-ray diffraction analysis of the metal filings 
showed that all except a few very faint lines were assignable 
to either a cubic close-packed or hexagonal close-packed 
lanthanum structure. 

The calculation of x in the formula LaN~ was based on 
these lanthanum contents. Cerium, praseodymium and 
neodymium have also been reported to form nitrides with 
the approximate formula MN.•·e 

The reaction was carried out as follows. A weighed 
amount of filings was degassed by pumping at w-• mm. 
for several hours at room temperature. The nitrogen gas 
was then admitted, and the electric furnace turned on. 
After about one hour the furnace temperature had risen to 
600° at which temperature the reaction began. The reac
tion proceeded to approximate completion in two to four 
hours at 750° and in one to two hours at 900°. The reac
tion chamber was usually kept at 900° for about 20 hours to 
ensure complete reaction. After cooling to room tempera
ture (the pressure being maintained at approximately one 
atmosphere by suitable manipulation of the mercury level 
in the . buret) the nitrogen remaining was determined vol
umetrically and the reaction product was weighed. 

The lanthanum filings and nitride products were always 
handled in such a manner as to protect them from contact 
with air, since both materials react with moist air. 

The details of the several preparations are shown in Table 
1. The results corresponded rather closely to the formula 
LaN, although the value of x in the formula LaN~ was in 
all instances somewhat less than unity. The presence of 
several per cent. of lanthanum carbide, oxide, nitr.ide or 
hydride in the metal could account in part for this discrep
ancy. 

The over-all accuracy of the volume measurements was 
estimated to be about 1%. based on separate control ex
periments. Weights were reproducible to ±0.3 mg. It 
will be noted that the values of x calculated from the volu
metric measurements were 4 to 8% smaller than the gravi
metric values. The reason for this is not clear. Desorp
tion of gases from the specimen and the apparatus would 
appear to be ruled out since in Expt. 25 the metal filings 
were heated in a high vacuum for four hours at 600°, cooled 
in helium and reweighed before nitriding. The observed 
change in weight was 0.1 mg. The evolution of hydrogen 
gas at 900° from any lanthanum hydride present in the metal 
filings might account for the discrepancy, since the hydride 
is known (unpublished results by us) to decompose at 700° 
in a high vacuum. 
-The lanthanum nitride products were loose black powders 

which liberated ammonia on exposure to air, in agreement 
with the observations of Mutbmann and Kraft• and Neu
mann, et a/.1 However, the nitridation reaction was found 

(6) A. Iandelli and E. Botti, Alii accad. nasi. Lincei. Classe sci. fis. 
mat. e nat., Ill, 638 ( 1937). 

(7) B. Neumann, C. Kroeger and H. Kunz, Z. anor1. u. all~:em. 
Chem, ll07, 133 (1932) 
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wmewhat better than for the other two types. 
In order to examine this agreement more critically 
the relative intensities were replotted as ratios of 
the intensity of each line in a set to the intensity 
of the line with next larger 0. These data are given 
in Table III. 

TAllLE III 

INTENSITY RATIO.S 

Miller Theoretical ra tins A verag:e observed 
indices of LaN ratios 
of Jines NaC1 ZnS Random La:-< LaN mean f.c.c. 

involved type type typen ratio deviation Lab 

111/200 1.05 1. 91 1.51 1.06 0.0~ 1 80 
200/220 0.72 0.4~ 0.71 0 .6;j .10 0.61 
220/311 0.81 0. 6\l 0.5n 0.74 .02 .ij4 

:J11/222 2.42 3.86 3 27 1.9[) .28 3. 1\1 

222/400 1. 54 1.13 l.53 1.81 .13 1.66 
400/331 0.3G 0.31 0.27 0.30 .01 0.31 
331/420 0.78 1.18 1.02 0.78 .05 0.07 
420/422 1.03 0.78 1.01 1.03 .10 1.34 

4221G!D 0.94 0.81 0.73 0.90 .01 0. 71 

(511) 333 /440 1. 78 2.05 2.30 2.21 .17 2.70 

440/531 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.28 .02 0.28 

eoo) o31/ 442 1.17 1. 71 1.49 1.26 .04 1.53 

(600) /620 0.89 O.GV 0.89 0.88 .08 0 98 
442 ' 
620/533 .87 .7G .67 .89 .10 .80 
533/622 .66 .97 .86 .80 .10 .75 

a Same as f.c.c. lanthanum metal. b Observed for f.c.c. 
modification of lanthanum metal. 

Examination of the data in Table III shows that 
the observed intensity ratios are most nearly in 
agreement with those calculated for the NaCl 
type. It was concluded, therefore, that lanthanum 
nitride has this crystal stmcture. This is in 
agreement with the result reported by Iandelli 
and Botti. 3•11 However, these investigators did 
not consider any random types, and seemingly 
made a slight error in the calculation of the relative 
intensities for the ZnS type. 12 

It is interesting to note that, as Iandelli and 
(11) A preliminary study of a sample of cerium nitride prepared 

under similar conditions and having the formula CeNo.l7 showed this 
nitride to have a f.c.c. structure with au = 5.01 kx. units, in good agree
ment with the observation of Iandelli and Botti. I 

(12) A. Iandelli and E. Botti, Atti accad. nazl. Lincei. Classe sci. 
.fis. mat. e nat .. lifo, 465 (1936). 

Botti3 have pointed out, lanthanum nitride and the 
f.c.c. modification of lanthanum have very nearly 
identical values of ao. Thus, a specimen of f.c.c. 
lanthanum prepared by heat treatment13 at 350° 
for four days showed an a0 of 5.291 ± 0.003 kx. 
units, compared to 5.284 ± 0.004 kx. units for the 
nitride. Because of this fact the X-ray method 
used here can give no information about the 
presence of free lanthan~tm metal in the lanthanum 
nitride. 1\Iore precise measurements are planned 
with a Geiger counter spectrometer. 

Rossi 14 noted that the f.c.c. modification of 
lanthanum seemed to be only a surface effect. 
Iandelli and Botti3 suggested that, since the lattice 
parameters were the same, the pattern previously 
ascribed to f.c.c. lanthanum might actually be due 
to a surface formation of lanthanum nitride. 
These suggestions were investigated (1) by visually 
comparing a large number of films registering the 
pattern from a material believed to be f.c.c. lan
thanum with the films from the nitride samples 
and (2) by measuring and comparing the observed 
relative intensities of the f.c.c. lanthanum films in 
the same way that comparisons were made for the 
nitride. The data for the quantitative comparisons 
are also listed in Table III. The comparisons 
showed that f.c.c. lanthanum yields a powder 
diffraction pattern having relative line intensities 
that are detectably, although slightly, different 
from those of the nitride pattern. The most 
obvious difference, which may be seen at a glance, 
occurs in the relative intensities of the first two lines 
of the patterns. The data also show that the 
observed relative intensities for f.c.c. lanthanum 
agree better with those calculated for f.c.c. lan
thanum than with those calculated for either NaCl 
or the ZnS-type nitride. 

Acknowledgments.-The authors wish to thank 
Dr. F. H. Spedding for making available the lan
thanummetaland Mr. F. W. Lafond and Dr. W. M. 
Spicer for assistance in the chemical and spectro
graphic analyses, respectively. 
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(13) See E. Zintl and S. Neumayr, Z. Elektrochem., at, 84 (1933) . 
(14) A. Rossi, Nature, 133, 174 (1934). 
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